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____________________________________________________________________
The aim of this dissertation is to propose and develop an account of philosophical
counseling in terms of an Aristotelian concept of Eudaimonia. This dissertation discusses
Aristotle’s concept of Eudaimonia, a realistic, practical and realizable form of happiness,
in contrast to ascetic and hedonic forms. It goes on to discuss Aristotle’s proposal of how
human character is developed through habituation, which is of interest in philosophical
counseling. It then discusses how philosophical counseling with the Eudaimonic
approach assists clients to overcome certain kinds of moral dilemmas and disharmonies,
thereby bringing into alignment the client’s beliefs, feelings and action. The dissertation
then critically reviews and discusses some objections and limitations of philosophical
counseling, other contemporary philosophical counseling approaches, the question of
philosophical counselling’s relation to psychotherapy, how my approach is related to
alternative philosophical counseling approaches, and, finally, specific cognitive
distortions that is appropriate for philosophical counseling intervention. The concluding
chapter of this dissertation discusses the specific topics like transcendence, causes of
disharmony, correlation between correct moral judgments and avenues for future
researches.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is entitled “Towards A Neo-Aristotelian Account Of
Philosophical Counseling”. Its aim is to propose an account of philosophical counseling
that is based on the Aristotelian concept of Eudaimonia. (A more careful statement of its
aim will be provided later in this chapter). Before discussing philosophical counseling, it
is appropriate to begin by discussing the current status of counseling. For counseling is
the more general concept; the genus, as it were, of which philosophical counseling is a
species.

Counseling is one of the most recognizable therapeutic practices in modern times.
But it is surrounded by controversies. Its therapeutic merits have been contested by some
scientist and some in the general public (Ferguson, 2015). In some popular imagination,
counseling is often misunderstood or saddled with unfair associations.

Take, for example, the stigmatization of those who seek counseling as persons
who are suffering from mental illness. This social stigma impedes them from seeking
counseling services (Sullivan & Mancillas, 2015, pp. 1-2). Besides this kind of social
stigma, there are others who doubt the therapeutic value and scientific rigor of counseling.
These attitudes might be motivated by the idea that psychology in general – under which
counseling falls – somehow fails to be a real science (Kraus, 2013).

This dissertation is not concerned with general questions about the nature or
validity of counseling (and still less with even more general questions that arise about
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psychology). Rather, it is concerned with the kind of counseling that is known as
philosophical counseling. Even among those generally sympathetic to counseling,
philosophical counseling is controversial. While the practice of counseling is
misunderstood and not universally accepted, this is more so with respect to philosophical
counseling, which is both less familiar and less well understood. As with psychological
counseling, not everyone agrees about the therapeutic merits or scientific respectability
of philosophical counseling. But, before we can answer these questions and doubts, we
first need to know what philosophical counseling is and what kind of therapeutic benefits
it purports to offer. These are the more fundamental questions, and it is to these that this
dissertation speaks.

In trying to understand what philosophical counseling is, I will not discuss it in a
completely general manner. That is, I will not attempt to characterize every instance of
therapy that has borne the title “philosophical counseling”. Nor will I attempt to provide
a definition, or necessary and sufficient conditions for the application, of the term
“philosophical counseling”. It is likely that such definitional projects are doomed to
failure, since there is no generally-agreed usage of this term and there are probably
numerous loosely related uses of this term, which cannot all be captured by a single
definition. Furthermore, my aim is not stipulative; I will not attempt prescribe a new,
official usage of the term.

My project is, rather, to characterize one way in which philosophical counseling
is and can be practiced and which, I will argue, has both therapeutic merit and sound
conceptual foundations, being based on the concept of Eudaimonia – a concept with a
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long and rich philosophical pedigree. I emphasize that it is consistent with my view that
not all philosophical counselors do philosophical counseling as I characterize it. It is also
consistent with my view that even philosophical counselors who do it in the way I
describe might not themselves describe their practice in terms of Eudaimonia (perhaps
they are unfamiliar with this concept or perhaps they simply mischaracterize their own
practice – one can know how to ride a bicycle without being able to accurately describe
what riding a bicycle consists in). Once again, my aim is neither to say what philosophical
counseling always is nor to say what philosophical counselors think it is. Rather, my aim
is to say what philosophical counseling sometimes is and what it can be.

The project of developing a neo-Aristotelian account of philosophical counseling
is given prima facie motivation by the following considerations. Aristotle, like many
ancient philosophers, was concerned to explain what a good, well-lived, and happy life
consists in. To discover the answer to this would be to discover “…what is the highest of
all realizable goods?” (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1094a.4). He takes it to be uncontroversial that
happiness is what is ultimately desirable (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1094a1). The controversial
matter is, of course, to say what happiness consists in.

Some philosophers developed conceptions of happiness that – whatever their
spiritual or philosophical merits – would be frankly unrecognizable to most human
beings. The Stoic sage is someone who remains largely unmoved by whatever worldly
sufferings they and their loved ones undergo (Long, 1968). Similarly, the enlightened
Buddhist is one who has rejected attachment and the worldly suffering that it entails
(Mahathera, 1998).
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These may well be suitable ideals. But therapy is concerned with psychological
states that fall short of ideal and the fact is that most ordinary people will find the prospect
of rejecting worldly projects, personal relationships and attachments tout court neither
possible nor desirable. By contrast, the Aristotelian concept of happiness (which will be
discussed in chapter 2 of this dissertation) is immediately recognizable as a form of
happiness, as a desirable state to be in. Aristotle did not propose the rejection of worldly
attachments, or radical alterations to ordinary human ways of thinking. The Eudaimonic
life has room for friendship, worldly possessions, all manner of personal projects, and the
full gamut of emotional responses.

In short, Aristotle manifestly did not think that Eudaimonia consisted in a godlike
or ascetic state that would not be realistically or practically achievable by ordinary people
with daily limitations such as having a family or working for their survival. He was
realistic in his approach by acknowledging that there was space in the good life for
(sometimes strong) personal attachments, emotions and personal projects.

It is the realistic and practical nature of Aristotle’s account of happiness (and his
related discussions of the emotions, of moral education and character formation,
(discussed in chapter 3) that makes it psychologically interesting. A related motivation
for turning to Aristotle derives from the literature on counseling. In that literature, it is
standard to assume that human well-being consists in self-actualization, as this is
explained by Maslow (D'Souza, & Gurin, 2016). Self-actualization is a matter of
achieving one’s goals and potential. As such, on the standard Maslownian account of
counseling, happiness consists in achieving one’s goals and fulfilling one’s potential;
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conversely, unhappiness will result from the perceived failure to achieve one’s goals and
potential. However, as an account of human well-being, it seems to be clearly incomplete,
since it neglects the essentially social and spiritual aspects of human well-being
(Sriwarakuel, 2005). Indeed, Maslow himself came to recognize this and, towards the end
of his life, in a paper that remained incomplete at his death and was published
posthumously, he outlined a concept of self-transcendence that was intended to take
account of the social and spiritual aspects of human well-being (Koltko-Rivera, 2006).

For our purposes, the point to emphasize is that Eudaimonia makes explicit
provisions for these aspects of human well-being. For Aristotle, Eudaimonia is connected
to moral virtues, such as generosity, honesty and kindness, which have obvious social
dimensions. The eudaimonic life is not a life of seclusion; it is a life rich in friendships
and personal relationships. Eudaimonia as happiness also includes sharing the happiness
with others around us. Eudaimonia, then, is a natural concept to invoke in order to fill in
the deficiencies of Maslow’s concept of self-actualization.

Next, before I discuss Aristotle psychological state of the soul, I would like to
mention that there is a huge literature by Aristotle called Aristotle’s De Anima which is
huge work comprising of three books on the human soul. The way Aristotle approaches
the subject is in the form of biological-psychological form. He discusses the functioning
if different living things in terms of nourishment, perception, locomotion and the highest
being human who have intelligence. Ronald Polansky summarizes Aristotle’s De Anima
as the first and systematic attempt to philosophically explain the functioning of human
beings which includes a comprehensive discussion of the human soul and its faculties. It
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includes the human ability for mathematical reasoning and philosophy that makes it
possible for human involvement in political life (Polansky, 2007, pp. 552-553).

A philosopher worth a special mention in this context is Epicurus. Epicurus,
unlike Aristotle, equates happiness with pleasure (heˆdone). Epicurus believed that
pleasure exists when pain is absent and that there is no neutral state. According to
Epicurus, the need for pleasure only arises when pain is existent. Epicurus considered
pleasure as the beginning and the goal of living happily (Bergsma, Poot & Liefbroer,
2008, p. 401). It must be noted that Epicurus was not merely advocating brute pleasure.
When he used the word pleasure, he meant that life would be pleasurable when the mind
is free from fears and the body was contented with “natural satisfactions” “Ibid., 401.”
And he went on to recommend “four basic truths” to manage the achievement of
happiness. Besides the four truths, Epicurus recommended the virtues of prudence,
security and friendship as a means of achieving happiness. Prudence is both natural and
needed as it guides humans to in discerning the right choices that contributes to happiness.
It also allows prudent persons to live a just, happy and contented lives. As will be seen in
later discussions in this dissertation, Epicurus prudence is similar to Aristotelian practical
wisdom which is interconnected with moral virtues which is both natural and needed for
the achievement of happiness. The next two virtues recommended by Epicurus consisting
of happiness and security are interrelated and interdependent. According to Epicurus, to
live a happy life that is undisturbed by conflicts, security is needed. And security derives
from friendship with neighboring states through social contracts that safeguards from
unwanted wars. In Epicurus thinking social contracts also is a provision to avoid the abuse
of injustice. To him justice may lead in happiness in the pursuit of pleasure while injustice
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is a form of disturbance that brings unhappiness. Overall, Epicurus recommends living a
simple life to avoid undue pain from unfulfilled longings for what is unnecessary and not
needed. He sees simplicity as a means to happiness “Ibid., 404-405

Background and Sign ificance of the Study
As we have just seen, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs has self-actualization at its
apex. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, which was formulated in 1943, consists of five
‘levels’, namely, physiological, safety, love / belongingness, esteem and selfactualization needs. In order for an individual to reach self-actualization, the four lower
needs need to be satisfied first (D’Souza, 2018, pp. 2-5). Assuming that a person has
reached self-actualization, that would actually mean that they have reached an
“exceptionally advanced, psychosocial maturity” which signified “psychological health
and well-being” (Bauer, Schwab, & McAdams, 2011, p. 121). Maslow’s concept of selfactualization with its advanced psychological well-being was the end goal in counseling
for many humanistic counselors. However, later availability of counseling literature
(including philosophical approach) gave counselors more options to expand their
counseling approaches to explore philosophical counseling.

There seem to be a consistent inquiry among philosophers throughout those ages
about “the nature of happiness and the good life” as the end goal in life even from the
time of Herodotus (Bremner, 2011, p. 22). These concepts of Eudaimonia and the good
life will be more fully covered in Chapters II and III in the later part of this dissertation.
But suffice to say that concepts like Eudaimonia, the good life and philosophical
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counseling has been covered by researchers which I will elaborate later under preceding
researches.

In philosophical ethics, there is a burgeoning literature on virtue ethics. Many
leading virtue ethicists like Hursthouse who draws inspiration from Aristotle
(Hursthouse, 1999). While my interest here is not primarily ethical, but rather
psychological, there is clearly overlap between my project and much of the recent virtue
ethical literature.

But, in the literature on counseling, there is scarce research on my topic itself and,
at present, there is no universally accepted account of what philosophical counseling is or
why we should practice it. As such, this can be considered a new knowledge. Thus, I will
want to propose it as my thesis statement.

Thesis Statement
The research proposes an account of philosophical counseling in terms of an
Aristotelian concept of Eudaimonia. One benefit of construing philosophical counseling
in terms of Eudaimonia is that doing so provides a natural justification for the practice:
since it is plausible that Eudaimonia is a desirable state to be in, philosophical counseling
is worth engaging in inasmuch as it promotes that state.

More precisely, this thesis defends a tripartite thesis that conjoins the following
claims:
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1. Philosophical counseling can, in some instances, be understood as the attempt
to bring patients closer to a state of Eudaimonia through philosophical
dialogue and discussion.
2. There is a distinctive range of psychological problems that the kind of therapy
mentioned in (1) can help resolve. These psychological problems involve a
kind of cognitive dissonance between one’s rational and one’s affective parts
– a kind of dissonance that Aristotle was keenly aware of.
3. This way of construing philosophical counseling clears the ground for a
promising (but admittedly programmatic) strategy for responding to skeptical
concerns about philosophical counseling.

Research Quest ions
My thesis statement naturally requires me to ask the following research questions.
1. What is the Aristotle's concept of Eudaimonia?
2. Can Eudaimonia plausibly be viewed as the aim of philosophical counseling,
in at least some instances?
3. How should philosophical counseling that aims for Eudaimonia be practiced?

Research Object ives
These are my research objectives as translated from my research objectives.
1. To examine and discuss Aristotelian concept of Eudaimonia
2. To discuss and argue whether Eudaimonia plausibly be viewed as the aim of
philosophical counseling in some instances.
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3. To discuss and describe how philosophical counseling that aims for
Eudaimonia be practiced.

Preceding Relevant Researches
As was already mentioned in the introduction, there are preceding researches on
the three specific concepts Eudaimonia, the good life, and philosophical counseling in
relation to my topic. In this section, I would like to examine the preceding researches on
the three selected concepts within the context of philosophical counseling and well-being.
I begin with the first concept of Eudaimonia.

1. Eudaimonia
“Eudaimonia” can be understood in either a thin or a thick sense. In the thin sense,
it means (roughly) happiness whatever that turns out to consist in. In this thin sense, many
of the ancients discussed Eudaimonia, including Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics
(for an overview of some ancient conceptions of Eudaimonia, see Annas discussion on
“Virtue and Eudaimonism” (Annas, 1998). But we can also understand Eudaimonia in a
thick sense, where it means something like: Eudaimonia as understood by so-and-so.
There are many thick senses of Eudaimonia – Eudaimonia-as-understood-by-Socrates,
Eudaimonia-as-understood-by-Aristotle, etc. Socrates for example agrees that all persons
wanted Eudaimonia (in the thin sense) but his conception of Eudaimonia was radically
different from others, as he believed that it was based on wisdom and virtue and not any
other good. For Socrates virtue was necessary and the sufficient condition for
Eudaimonia. This view of Socrates was upheld by Plato and the stoics. But for Aristotle
as will be discussed in chapter II involves an inner harmony between a person’s
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consciously acknowledged decisions and plans, their desires, and their emotional
responses that brings one closer to Eudaimonia (Sihvola, 2008, pp. 16-17).

Eudaimonia can also be viewed from the combined perspective of philosophy and
psychology as proposed by Huta who succinctly summarizes the main themes from
philosophy and psychology. She proposes two themes; 1) “Eudaimonia as a way of
acting,” and 2) “Eudaimonia as a form of wellbeing (physical / Mental / Spiritual)” (Huta,
2013, pp. 16-17).

Eudaimonia as a way of acting may among other things refer to an action of a
person seeking a “better” or “higher” dimension of living. An example would be, after
working hard to get resources for his survival, and then, the person shares his hard earned
resources philanthropically and unconditionally with others of lesser fortune. Eudaimonia
as a form of wellbeing may among other things refer to a person feeling that their lives is
fulfilled, “valuable”, and “meaningful.” An example would be like in the scenario of a
boxer who loses his final match but still retires feeling he has led a productive career and
proud of his achievements. He doesn’t allow his final defeat to affect his mental wellbeing and positive outlook of his past or present life. So for Huta, Eudaimonia goes
beyond the general definition of happiness to actions and wellbeing (Huta, 2013).
Regardless of the details of her view, it is clear that Huta is concerned to
apply the Aristotelian conception of happiness to issues about philosophical counseling
and well-being.
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Huta’s project is therefore closely aligned to my own. But while Huta’s proposal
remains schematic and my own development of the project extends hers in the following
ways. I will actually discuss how Aristotle’s concept of Eudaimonia becomes the end goal
(happiness, harmony, and wellbeing) in philosophical counseling which was desired by
Huta. And I will discuss how this is achieved through philosophical counseling which is
used to resolve our moral dilemmas resulting in inner harmony. I will then go on to
discuss the specific areas where philosophical counseling could be utilized in a practical
manner.

Next, Deci and Ryan in their paper entitled “Hedonia, Eudaimonia, And WellBeing: An Introduction” pointed out that there are two different “traditions” to
approaching the research on wellbeing. One was the hedonistic traditions that focused on
happiness through the presence of positive emotions and with the absence of negative
emotions. The other was the Eudaimonic tradition the involved “living life in a full and
deeply satisfying way”. However, both Deci and Ryan were inclined towards showing
how Eudaimonia adds more compelling perspective to the understanding of wellbeing
(Deci, & Ryan, 2006, p.9). Thus, Deci and Ryan project supports mine in that Aristotelian
Eudaimonia goes beyond the mere seeking of pleasure.

The hedonistic tradition can be explained by the example of Nozick’s Experience
Machine. Robert Nozick invented an imaginary experience machine that uses the
thoughts of those who choose plug into it an exclusive pleasurable experience resulting
in happiness. His theory was to prove that people will reject this offer to happiness as they
would desire to live in reality (Nozick, 1974, p.644). Nozick theory was confirmed by
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the modern experimental research of Hindriks & Douven who concluded that people
generally still seek authenticity in terms living closer to reality rather than fantasy
(Hindriks, Frank & Douven, 2017, p.18). All the above clearly highlights two points of
my project. Firstly, that Aristotelian Eudaimonia is beyond mere pleasure (Hedonia). And
secondly, wellbeing for people generally is more authentic living than mere pleasure.

The next research by Mckay discussed Eudaimonia in the context of culture.
Mckay concludes that if the means to Eudaimonic well-being comes through the “virtue
of practical reason” then it is only possible within the context of culture that virtues find
“meaningful content”. In short, different cultures have different collective perceptions of
what virtue and well-being are within their social groups. And it is this understanding that
gives the potent meaning to their virtues and what they consider as well-being (Mckay,
2016, p.424). But it must be pointed out that Aristotelian Eudaimonia is not determined
by culture but by human nature as will be discussed in chapter II. Having covered
preceding researches on Eudaimonia, I will next discuss the preceding researches on
philosophical counseling.

2. Philosophical counseling
It was seen already that philosophical counseling is both less familiar and less well
understood (as discussed in page 2) and there is no universally accepted definition of
philosophical counseling. Therefore, I will here take the term as undefined and primitive.
I hope to draws some important conceptual connections between philosophical
counseling and the related concepts of “critical thinking”, “worldview”, “a Socratic
perspective”, “wisdom”, “good life” and “virtues” as proposed by Šulavíková. While she
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does not claim that these conceptual connections suffice to explicitly define the term
philosophical counseling, they do help to partially fix the concept, by helping to specify
its conceptual role (Šulavíková, 2014, p. 574).

Šulavíková’s conceptual connections suggest a variety of counseling methods,
which I will elaborate later in Chapter IV. However for the purpose of understanding
these six concepts, I would briefly illustrate them in an operational (usage) manner in the
context of philosophical counseling. I begin with critical thinking that has a direct role in
counseling, one of which is in evaluating alternatives and assistance in forming sound
judgments (Deal, 2004).

Take a case of a client who wants to have his brother as an internship supervisor
that creates a conflict of interest. They might not initially see the conflict of interest but,
by applying critical thinking, the client’s proposal is questioned, tested, and counterargued – and the conflict of interest is made apparent. The idea is create an opportunity
for the client to think more critically and rationally. It also helps the client to derive to
sound judgment on his decision. Next, I will illustrate the concept of a personal and
subjective worldview.

Worldview
It must be noted that this term world view will appear throughout this paper in
different contexts. Here, Vidal narrates that “the term worldview (Weltanschauung in
German)” has a long history with usages in philosophy, theology, anthropology and
education. And he adds that even within philosophy there exist many different definitions
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that are provided by philosophers like “by Kant, Hegel, Kierkegaard, Dilthey, Husserl,
Jaspers, Heidegger” (Vidal, 2008, pp.2-3)

Another well-known view of worldview was Wittgenstein’s hinge propositions
which refers to the “bedrock” or “foundational beliefs” on which the rest of beliefs and
thinking are build and functions (Pritchard, 2005, p. 6).

Since it is not my intention to do a comparative definition of the term worldview
in this section as it is beyond the scope of this section and dissertation, I will restrict my
understanding of worldview as Vidal noted to a personal and subjective point of view in
the context of counseling. A personal and subjective assumption in psychology is called
“schemas.” Axelrod informally describes a schema as a preconceived notion or
assumptions about reality in which any new information is integrated into the existing
pre-existing assumption for the purpose of interpreting reality. (Axelrod 1973, p. 1248).

To operationalize Axelrod’s description of worldview (schema), it can be done as
follows. For example the worldview (schema) held by a client regarding all the people in
country X may be prejudiced by a pre-set prejudice caused by his indoctrination to
political propaganda. Even a natural event like a drought may be interpreted negatively
because of a bias and prejudicial thinking. This is what makes a worldview personal and
subjective. Next, I want to illustrate the concept of a Socratic perspective.

A Socratic perspective
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According to Šulavíková, a Socratic perspective of philosophical counseling is a
combination of “dialectical reasoning” that is carried through a “conversational process”
to resolve a client’s daily problems and issues (Šulavíková, 2014, pp.575-576). One area
in which this Socratic perspective of counseling method is useful is as a screening
exploration for self-esteem issues like inferiority and superiority complexes. But before I
illustrate on how to use this method, I would like to propose the definition of self-esteem
as defined by Abdel-Khalek.
“…self-evaluation and descriptive conceptualization that individuals make and
maintain with regard to themselves” (Abdel-Khalek, 2016, p. 3).
When Abdel-Khalek talks about “self-evaluation,” he basically is referring to the
self-valuation a client makes on his worth. And based on this valuation of worth, the client
would have his personalized “descriptive conceptualization.”

Take an example of a case of both a girl and a boy who suffer from inferiority
complexes but display superiority complexes to hide their inadequacies. The girl may use
her education while the boy may use his wealth as justifications for their overestimated
valuation of their worth that may be exposed by their actions in demeaning others. Here
the counselor may able to detect the core self-esteem issue though the counselee came to
talk about marriage issues. When the counselor detects this underlying self-esteem issue,
the counselor would highlight that issue by pointing out to both the clients regarding their
demeaning actions that exposes their biased valuations of themselves which points to their
real need which is self-esteem.

This is how a Socratic perspective of philosophical

counseling can be used to resolve a client’s daily problems and issues. Next, I will discuss
about the role of wisdom in philosophical counseling.
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Wisdom
Sternberg & Stemler has given a very succinct definition of wisdom. I quote here
in full.
“Wisdom is defined here as the application of intelligence and creativity as
mediated by values toward the achievement of a common good through a balance
among intrapersonal, interpersonal, and extra personal interests over the short and
long terms in order to achieve a balance among adaptation to existing
environment, shaping of existing environment, and selection of new
environments” (Sternberg & Stemler, 2004, p.188)

The above definition highlights the use of intelligence and creativity. And this
usage is based on values that have a common good in mind. And the way it is achieved is
by its interaction through moderation among the various human interactions to bring
about a balanced form of adaptations. Let me illustrate this. Take for example that an
NGO who works with slum people is confronted by a developer who wants to evict the
slum dwellers as he intends to develop the land they are on. Now the options that NGO
has in such a situation are, 1) Take the developer to court, 2) Negotiate with and between
the developer and the slum dwellers for a win-win situation for both parties. If the NGO
uses wisdom, it will go for the second option which might involve persuading the slum
dwellers to move out in exchange for a legitimate low cost project partly funded by the
developer. The developer gets to develop the land while being perceived as a socially
responsible entity that practices CSR.

While Aristotle considered wisdom as an “intellectual virtue” that develops
through experience and if followed as an activity results in happiness (Eh, 2017, p.20).
And according to Šulavíková believes that in philosophical counseling the primary goal
was not solving human problems. But it was rather to inculcate the client for the love for
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wisdom. It is when the client is empowered by wisdom that he will be able to resolve his
daily problems and issues which naturally leads to happiness (Šulavíková, 2014, p. 578),
Next, I will discuss the role that virtues plays in philosophical counseling as the good life
has already been covered.

Before we begin the discussion I would like explain that the direction of the
arrow head points to the direction of the flow of the process. This applies to all flow charts
used in this paper.
Interpretation of figure will be the explanations of each figure.
Flow of process is from left to right.
Flow of process is from right to left
Flow of the process is bi-directional / interdependence
(1) Any numbers within the brackets refer to the sequence / numerical label of the various
components being explained.

Virtue
Šulavíková described how wisdom leads to virtue which has to do with “living
well” (the good life) (Šulavíková, 2014, p. 580), But according to her virtue also is
instrumental in acquiring wisdom and together they assist us to resolve life’s problems

(Šulavíková, 2014, p. 582). What this means is that there is a bi-lateral relationship
between wisdom and virtue and they are interdependent. See figure 1: Bilateral
relationship between wisdom and virtue below.
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Figure 1: Bilateral relationship between wisdom and virtue
Interpretation of figure 1 is that there are two domains of wisdom (1) and
virtue (2). And both this domains (1 & 2) are interdependent on each other as shown by
the bi-directional arrow head.

Wisdom (1)

Interdependent

Virtue (The Good Life) (2)

The key philosophical counseling concepts as proposed by Šulavíková that
includes the concepts of critical thinking”, “worldview”, “a Socratic perspective”,
“wisdom”, “good life” and “virtues” all leads to empowering the client to living well (the
good life) (Šulavíková, 2014, p. 574). Next, I will be describing the definition of six
specific terms used in this dissertation.

Definit ion of Terms Used In Research

The definition of terms in this section comprises of specific terms used in this
research. And all these terms will be defined within the context of this research.
1. Counseling.
Neukrug discusses about how attempts have been made to distinguish
“counseling” from “guidance”, and “psychotherapy” (Neukrug, 2012, pp. 3-4) Guidance
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was about giving moralistic advices directly to clients. However when it comes to
counseling and psychotherapy, their use has been interchangeable due to the fact that the
theories of counseling and psychotherapies are almost identical in most instances. Thus,
this term counseling when used in this research is a reference to eclectic counseling which
is a combination of psychological and philosophical approaches, strategies, techniques
which are focused on assisting persons with their daily needs and problems. Here is a
visualization of how eclectic counseling can be perceived. See figure 2.

Figure 2: Visualization flowchart of eclectic counseling
Interpretation of figure 2 is that a client with problem (1) would interact with the
eclectic counselor (4) who draws his eclectic counseling resources from psychological
knowledge (3) and philosophical knowledge (2). Using his eclectic counseling approach
he would suggest possible solutions (5) for the clients to explore and utilize to resolve his
problem.
Client with problem
(1)

Psychological

Interaction

Philosophical

Knowledge (3)

between client

Knowledge (2)

& counselor

Counselor with
eclectic counseling (4)
Approaches /
Strategies
Possible solutions
for clients (5)
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2. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
According to Rector, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is meant to be shortterm, goal or problem orientated, and present reality based therapy. The main premise is
that emotions are linked to their perception of life’s situations which are evaluated by preexisting core beliefs that leads to dysfunctional or distorted thinking. And this distorted
thinking affects emotions and behaviors (Rector, 2010, pp1-3). Thus, Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy attempts to correct the dysfunctional or distorted thinking which in
turn brings about positive changes in emotions and behavior. In short, correct
dysfunctional and distorted thinking and the respective emotional and behavioral
problems can be resolved. Here is a visualization of how cognitive behavioral therapy can
be perceived. See figure 3.

Figure 3: Visualization flowchart of the application of cognitive behavioral therapy
Interpretation of figure 3 is that the client’s perception of his life situation is
linked to and influenced by his emotions (2) and his core beliefs. If his life’s situation (1)
is evaluated and misinterpreted by the core beliefs (3) then it leads distorted thinking (4)
which in turn causes a dysfunctional emotions (5) and dysfunctional behaviors (6). But
when Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (7) is applied to distorted thinking (4) then it results
in corrected thoughts (8) that turn dysfunctional emotions to positive emotions (9) and
corrected behaviors (10).
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Evaluated

Core beliefs (3)

Perception of life situations
(1)

Client emotions (2)

If
bias
ed

Affects

Dysfunctional emotions (5)

Dysfunctional
behaviors (6)

Distorted thinking (4)

Corrected thoughts (8)

Applied to
Turns
Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy (7)

Positive emotions (9)

Corrected
Behaviors (10)

3. Psychotherapies
According to Buchanan, & Haslam psychotherapies was usually based on medical
model but comprised of diverse psychological objectives, approaches and interventional
techniques. The reason why the term is called psychotherapies rather than psychotherapy,
it’s because it usually involves more than one psychological objectives, approaches and
interventional techniques (Buchanan & Haslam, 2019, pp.2-3).

4. Self-actualization
According to D’Souza, self-actualization when utilized in a generic sense means
“…realization of one’s full potential.” He also says that other terms like self-realization,
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self-reflection, and self-exploration are synonymous with self-actualization (D’Souza, J.
2018, p. 2)

5. Philosophical counseling
Philosophical counseling here is based on the model of the from the specific
practices in South Africa based on the studies of Louw (2009), which describes
philosophical counseling to be conducted by a trained philosophical counselor to deal
with problems related to “reasoning or conceiving”, as opposed to “physiological or
neuropsychiatric dysfunction.” And the processes that will be used will include
interactive, bilateral, “dialogical”, and the use of mutual probing and questioning to
resolve “the problem in question” (Louw, 2009, pp.35-37). Philosophical counseling also
deals with problems related to moral reasoning and moral dilemmas.
Philosophical counseling can be utilized which were covered partially in chapter III. And
in section three, under contributions I will attempt to develop a practical philosophical
counseling format.
6. Eudaimonia.
According to Nyabul, & Situma, Eudaimonia has been translated as “happiness”,”
flourishing”, “well-being”, “welfare”, “prosperity”, “doing well”,” and “success”
(Nyabul, & Situma, 2014). But in this research Eudaimonia will be taken as the state of
getting closer to achieving happiness by working towards the inner harmony between
people consciously acknowledged decisions and plans, their desires, and their emotional
responses. This will be covered in chapter II.

7. Psychological counseling.
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The term “Psychological counseling” here refers to counseling that takes the
scientific and quantitative research approach. Shields & Twycross describes scientific and
quantitative research as that which involves experiments, results of the experiment are
statistically measured, and interventions are recommended based on the results (Shields
& Twycross, 2003. p. 24). Here is a fictitious example.

Topic: Correlation of sleeping habits and academic performance.
Literature Review: A pre-existing literature and study is used as academic support
for the present study.
Scientific & Quantitative Study: A research is conducted to ascertain whether
there is a correlation between academic performance and student’s sleeping
habits.
Research Instrument: A pre-existent questionnaire that has items on two areas
namely, sleeping habits and GPA performances are used to carry out a survey
among a student population at three grade levels.
Statistical analysis: The data collected is analyzed using the SPSS statistical
software and is summarized as a report in an article form
Intervention Recommendation: Since the study found a positive correlation
between sleeping habits and academic performance, a guideline for sleeping is
recommended for students.

The above fictitious example is a description of what a scientific and quantitative
research means.

8. Hierarchy of needs.
Hierarchy of needs here refers to Maslow’s “attempt to formulate a positive theory
of motivation, it and specifically relates to the pyramid hierarchical concept comprising
of deficiency needs and growth needs (Maslow, 1943, p. 3).
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9. Habituation
According McCaslin, for Aristotle, virtues are divided into intellectual and moral
virtues. Intellectual virtues are developed through teaching while moral virtues are
formed through the repeated and guided process of habitual exercise of moral actions.
Thus habituation refers to the repeated and guided process in guiding human habits
(McCaslin, 2016). An example would be, if a child is repeatedly guided to speak the truth,
then the child forms a moral habit of telling the truth. In the same manner, if an employee
is repeatedly guided to work responsibly in all situations, the employee will formed a
responsible character. In short, it refers to a process by which the contents of a person’s
character – consisting, in part, of their reflective judgements, their desires, and their
emotional responses - is gradually modified and brought into a kind of internal harmony
through repeated and guided moral actions.

10. Reinforcement
Wei, & Yazdanifard describes reinforcement as the stimuli that is used for
motivational processes. An example of a positive reinforcement using a positive stimuli
would be when a teacher gives a box of color pencils when students does well in their
studies. This would be an “extrinsic reward”. Another way the teacher can reward the
students without giving anything material is by praising and recognizing the students.
This would be an “intrinsic reward”. Besides positive reinforcement, there are also
negative or adverse reinforcements. Negative or adverse reinforcements are in the form
of punishments (Wei, & Yazdanifard, 2014, pp. 9-11). An example would be when an
organization withholds the bonus for an employee when they don’t perform in their work.
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Another example would be when a teacher gives extra homework for students who fail a
test as form of adverse reinforcement.

11. Akrasia
May, & Holton describes akrasia as the scenario where one is disposed to act
contrary to the best expected judgment of what one should really have acted. Now there
are arguments about whether this refers to the weakness of the will of a person. Richard
Horton believes akrasia does not refer to the weakness of the will. While Alfred Mele
thinks it does. While there is a third argument that states that both Richard Horton and
Alfred Mele are not quite right as many factors affects the akrasia scenario (May, &
Holton, 2010)

12. In-group (affiliation biasness)
According to Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, in-group biasness is the “systematic
tendency” to assess one’s own group members (in-group) favorably than other group
members (out-group). The biasness can be in the forms of discriminative behavior,
prejudicial attitude, and even stereotyping or labeling. Biasness in this context may refer
to unfairness, and unjustness (Hewstone, Rubin, & Willis, 2002, p. 576). An example of
in-group biasness can be seen in the scenario of political parties where one is called ruling
party and the other is called the opposition. Both will perpetually find fault with the other
while justifying their own group members.

13. Self-transcendence
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The concept of self-transcendence in the context of this research is understood
from the viewpoint Paul who described it as the focus from self to others and yet fulfilling
living the good life which is part of the Aristotelian concept (Paul, 2016) (as discussed on
pages 72-73). Now this description has been confirmed by Osin, Malyutina, & Kosheleva
who discussed about its origin in existential psychology which understood selftranscendence as the human interaction to others (world) in order to find meaning and
fulfillment (Osin, Malyutina, & Kosheleva, 2016, p.82).

14. Somatic
The term somatic when used in this research is meant to differentiate between
psychotherapies that deal with the body from that which deals with the mind. But the term
somatic also refers to the experiential study of the human body. It is an understanding of
how the body is related to psychological experiences. It is also narrates about techniques
like breathing exercises that are used to bring about these experiences (Serlin, 2005).

15. Core beliefs
Core beliefs are primarily thoughts that people believe in and hold about almost
anything. A simple example would be the color red. Among the many meanings the color
red, one is that it symbolizes “happy events” (Qiang, 2011, p. 99). This is the core belief.
So if on a happy occasion like a wedding, someone gives a gift of money in a black
envelope then that would be equivalent to cursing the couple. If someone says, “I feel
uneasy deep in my gut something bad is about to happen”. That is their core belief. Core
beliefs can be positive or negative, logical or illogical.
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16. Instruments
When the term instruments is used in this research, it refers to tools like the Likert
scale self-reports that is used for psychological assessments for the purpose of solving
psychological problems Joshi, Kale, Chandel, & Pal, 2015).

17. Existential philosophies
More describes existential philosophies as the philosophy that “gives priority to
existence over essence.” He goes on to highlight the general focus of the existential
philosophy as on the “inner experience” and the “inner awakening” of a person (More,
2016, p.14-19). To the existentialist, a person is nothing until “he becomes what he makes
of himself”. Existentialist believe that a man’s freedom begins from the disbelief in God.
And the freedom of man forces him to making choices. A right choice will set him free
and a wrong choice enslave him again. But commitment to a choice leads a man to commit
not only to himself but to all of humanity which leads to anguish. But for existentialist
self-fluctuates between “being” and “nothingness”. But eventually the being is
nothingness. The acceptance of nothingness by a person leads them to become aware of
the absurdity of life which actually leads them to realize the “inner reality”. But at the
same time existentialist believe that death is the proof of the nothingness of life. But for
the existentialist, death is a reminder of that existence is also transcendence. And therefore
focuses on the “primacy of existence”.

18. Socratic dialectical method

Delić's, & Bećirović describes the Socratic method as a “shared
dialogue that includes questioning, proposal of theories, refutations and
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counter arguments, acceptance or rejections of the theory and lastly, actions
in terms of acting on the finding (Delić's, & Bećirović, 2016, p. 512).

1.6.7 Prima facie
The term prima facie in the original Latin literally meant “on/at first appearance”
(Herlitz, 1994, p.392). So the term came to mean as evidence that is based on a first
impression that is accepted as correct until prove wrong. And in this research (as
discussed on page 3) it is used as described.

19. Programmatic
The term programmatic (as discussed on page 8) is used roughly to mean as
following a method or practice.

20. Schematic
The term schematic (as discussed on page 11) is used roughly to mean a summary
and simplified overview.

21. Technical connection
The term technical connection which is used in pages 44 and 45 refers to
Korsgaard argument that the key to Aristotle’s theory on virtues rests on the connection
between practical rationality and moral virtues, as practical wisdom cannot be achieved
without moral virtues.
Research Limitat ions
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This scope of this research will limited to proposing, discussing and arguing for
an account of philosophical counseling which has the Aristotelian concept of Eudaimonia
as the end goal. I will then propose an eclectic and practical method of practicing
philosophical counseling. However, it is not a proposal on virtue ethics which is beyond
the scope of this dissertation.

Research Methodology

This will be a qualitative research. Qualitative research here is the opposite of
quantitative research. Here, I am basically interested in the meaning of key concepts,
experiences, and issues. After I find the meaning, I would like to describe, examine,
discuss, and argue for or against it (Shields & Twycross, 2003, p. 24). I will also use
primary and secondary research articles to examine, argue against or argue for each of the
concepts that I introduce in this research.

Chapter Outlines
Chapter I is the “Introduction” which covered background and significance of the
study

thesis statement, research questions, research objectives, preceding relevant

researches, definition of terms used in the research, research limitations, research
methodology, and chapter outlines.

Chapter II will introduce Aristotle’s concept of Eudaimonia, in preparation for
deploying this concept in the account of philosophical counseling defended in chapter 3.
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In the next section, I will explain Eudaimonia’s conceptual role. Then, I will outline some
distinctively Aristotelian claims about the occupier of this role.

Chapter III will discuss Eudaimonia as the end goal in philosophical counseling.
Since in chapter two, I will discuss that Eudaimonia involves an inner harmony between
a people’s consciously acknowledged decisions and plans, their desires, and their
emotional responses. Therefore the interest of philosophical counseling is that it can help
us overcome certain kinds of disharmony and thereby help bring us to Eudaimonia. I will
illustrate this by considering several kinds of disharmony. But before going into that
discussion, I will first discuss Aristotle’s perspective of moral virtue being human
character.
Chapter IV will have the critical discussions and contributions. Since in Chapter
III, I will discuss how Eudaimonia became the end goal in philosophical counseling that
sought to solve the daily moral dilemmas resulting in happiness, mental wellbeing and
bringing clients closer to Eudaimonia. Here I will deal with the review and critical
discussions of philosophical counseling. Next, I will expand and discuss specific areas
where philosophical counseling can be utilized which were covered partially in chapter
III. And lastly, under contributions I will attempt to develop a practical philosophical
counseling format.

Chapter V will have the review and recommendations for the future studies.
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CHAPTER II: THE ARISTOTELIAN CO NCEPT OF EUDAIMONIA

Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to introduce Aristotle’s concept of Eudaimonia, in
preparation for deploying this concept in the account of philosophical counseling
defended in chapter 3. In the next section, I will explain Eudaimonia’s conceptual role.
Then, I will outline some distinctively Aristotelian claims about the occupier of this role.

Goal Driven Act ivit ies
Aristotle begins the Nicomachean Ethics by stating that “Every art and every
inquiry, and similarly every action and pursuit, is thought to aim at some good” (Aristot.
Nic. Eth. 1094a1). That is, the arts, inquiries, and activities that an agent might perform
are goal driven – they are directed towards some goal that the agent typically would have
in mind in engaging in them.

In saying this, Aristotle is not claiming that every goal of activity, inquiry, or
pursuit is a good in the sense of being morally good – or good in any other sense, for that
matter. All he means in calling something a good relative any given activity is that it is a
goal of the activity. In aiming for this goal an agent might construe it as good even if, in
fact, it is positively bad. Somebody who hacks computers for personal gain might
consider the goals of his hacking as good, even though they are in fact morally bad
because they harm others.
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After his discussion of goal driven activities, Aristotle proceeds to make a general
distinction between ends and means (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1094a2-5). He explains that when
an activity is required to achieve another goal than that activity is merely a means. He
illustrated it by showing medicine as the means to attain health which is the end. But this
doesn’t rule out the fact that an activity can be a means and end at the same time. One
example is happiness. Happiness is what people seek to attain but at the same time it is
an end in itself. Below Aristotle differentiates end and means by appeal to examples. For
the purpose of clarity, I will tabulate his four illustrations of means and ends. (Aristot.
Nic. Eth. 1094a3).

Means

Ends

Medicine

Health

Ship building

Ship

Art of war

Victory

Economy

Wealth

After giving a simple illustration of the differentiation between means and ends,
Aristotle then illustrates the same differentiation using grouping of multiple means
resulting in one end which he terms as “subordinate art” and “master-art.” (Aristot. Nic.
Eth. 1094a4) Again for the purpose of clarity, I will illustrate by using tabulation.

Activity

Subordinate Art

Master-art
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Making

of

bridles

and Horsemanship

trappings
Horsemanship

Art of War
and all soldier’s actions

The above tabulation demonstrates how the activity of bridle and trappings
making contributes to the subordinate art of horsemanship. And horsemanship contributes
to the subordinate art of soldier’s actions that finally leads to the master art of the art of
war. What this illustrates is that, there can be a singular means to a singular end, or
multiple means to a singular end. But what is important and desired is the final singular
end (master-art). All others (subordinate arts) are mere means to this one end (masterart).

Eudaimonia as the ult imate goal
“As to its name, I suppose that nearly all men are agreed; for the masses and the
men of culture alike declare that it is happiness, …” (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1095a2)
Aristotle points out that our goals – what we aim for in acting – are sometimes
subordinate others. The goal of perfecting ones golf swing might be subordinate to the
goal of improving one’s game of golf, for instance. What does ‘subordinate to’ mean
here? The answer lies in the idea that the things that we value have an explanatory
hierarchy: we value some things because we value others. Our golf swing might
presumably be pursued in and of itself – it can be valued intrinsically. But it might also
be pursued because it contributes to something else that we value, such as an improved
golf game. This point is general. Most goods can seemingly be valued for their own sake
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and also insofar as they contribute to something else. In some cases it might be hard to
see how a good might be valued intrinsically: it is hard to see why someone would value
vitamin C except insofar as it contributes to one’s health. But surely vitamin C being so
valued is at least intelligible, as is its being valued for some other reason.

Say that

X is a fundamental good if it is not conceivable that X be valued because it
contributes to some other good Y

A good golf swing is not a fundamental good because, as we have seen, it makes
sense to say that a gold swing is valuable because it contributes to a good golf game. But
are any goods fundamental in this rather strong sense – so that it is not even intelligible
to say that they are valued because they contribute to some other good?

Aristotle adopts the working hypothesis that there is exactly one fundamental
good: a good that is intrinsically desirable (at least, for humans) and relative to which all
other goods that we might aim at are subordinate, and from which they derive their
meaning and value. He labels this ultimate good Eudaimonia and proceeds to defend a
number of substantive claims about its nature. According to Aristotle, the practical benefit
derived from clarifying the nature of Eudaimonia is that we will most likely achieve what
is ultimately desirable in life, as archers who know the nature and location of bullseyes
are more likely to hit them.
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There are two questions that need answering here. Why suppose that there are any
fundamental goods at all? And why suppose that there is only one of them, rather than
many? To answer the first question, Aristotle believes that if there are no fundamental
goods at all, then that leaves humans without a goal. But it has already been seen that all
human arts, inquiries, and activities have some form of goal (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1094a1).
The existence of goals precludes the existence of fundamental goods that give rise to
human goals. And it has already been seen from the discussion of means and ends, which
though there are multiple means but they all eventually lead to one end. If there is one
end, then there is one fundamental good. In establishing that Eudaimonia is the supreme
end, he declares that all men both the public (masses) and the statesmen and politicians
(cultured) agree on it.

Though there seems a general agreement that happiness (Eudaimonia) is what
human beings look for, but at the same time Aristotle’s Eudaimonia did raise certain
controversies over how it should be interpreted conceptually. Among the notable debates
that exists, the more well-known ones are “The exclusive View” and “The Inclusive
View” (Nyabul & Situma, 2014, pp. 65-74). The main debate between these two views
are as follows. The exclusive view also sometimes labelled as “The dominant view”
proposes that Aristotle conception of Eudaimonia is to be interpreted as having a single
specific end which is above all other ends. What does this single specific end which is
above all other ends means? Here it means in the sense of when Aristotle discussed about
the fundamental end. The fundamental end is when the end is an end in itself. There are
no other intrinsically desirable goods needed to complete it. This view is defended by
proponents like Hardie. Ackrill opposes Hardie’s dominant view and proposed the
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inclusive view proposes that Aristotle conception of Eudaimonia is to be interpreted as
referring to made of many intrinsically desirable goods which in themselves are not
complete. An analogy would be that of many ingredients that makes a cake. (Ackrill,
1980). Another area in which Eudaimonia courted controversy was in its translation.

Translators like Ross disagree with the traditional translation of Eudaimonia as
happiness (Ross, 1999). Besides the translatory disagreements, there are also conceptual
and operational (application of the term) disagreements of scholars in philosophy and
psychology (Heintzelman, 2018, p. 2). And these modern disagreements are not new, as
similar disagreements existed even when the above text was written. Though generally
all men agree that Eudaimonia is the supreme end, they disagree with its definitions and
conceptual understanding. There are three points that needs to be noted at this juncture.
Firstly, the general translation of Eudaimonia as happiness as espoused by Ross (Ross,
199) and Peters (Peters, (1906) and generally by others raises issues due to its subjectivity:
it is tempting to think that happiness consists in a subjective state of mind, such as
pleasure. But Aristotle’s conception of happiness is not subjective in this sense (although
the eudaimonic life would surely contain a good helping of pleasure; Aristotle was no
ascetic).

Ramsing notes that Eudaimonia is “derived from eu, meaning well or good, and
daimon, meaning fortune or lot in life” (Ramsing, 2001, p.11). Of course in a sense
happiness includes the experience of good fortune. But for Aristotle, Eudaimonia went
beyond good fortune. Now for some however, the translation of “Eudaimonia” as good
fortune in life is still questionable (Peter, 1906, p. 5). They argue that a person can,
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arguably, suffer misfortunes after they are dead. This might happen, for example, if a
person’s reputation is unfairly besmirched or if their life’s work is destroyed
posthumously. These are, in some sense, misfortunes that might befall a person. But is
someone prevented from reaching Eudaimonia by events that occur posthumously? This
is unclear (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1101a1-5).

A more revealing problem with this translation of Eudemonia is that good fortune
carries a connotation of passivity. Fortune, good or bad, is something that befalls us. But
Aristotle is clear that Eudaimonia involves activity. It is something we need to work
towards, by actively using our reason and acting in accordance with it.

In what follows I will use “happiness”, “wellbeing”, and “flourishing”
interchangeably to express the concept of Eudaimonia and I take it as read that these terms
are not to be understood as denoting purely subjective states and nor are they meant to
express something purely passive.

We can, perhaps, all agree that happiness – in the intended sense – is ultimately
what is desirable in life, and is a fundamental good, since it appears to make dubious
sense to say that one values well-being for some other reason. But in what does wellbeing consist? Aristotle dismisses several candidate conceptions of happiness, as being
identical with pleasure (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1095b3 - Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1095b3), wealth
(Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1095a3), and honor (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1095b4-6), and virtue (Aristot.
Nic. Eth. 1095b6).
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His second argument in dismissing the specific definition of pleasure is that those
who lived by it are comparable to beasts regardless of whether they are from the masses
or from the cultured class. The third argument he uses in dismissing the definition of
honor is that honor is something that is bestowed on a recipient regardless of their moral
status. Therefore, just as the giver has the right to bestow, he also has the right to remove
what he bestowed. What Aristotle is showing is the temporal nature of honor.
Furthermore, the actual reason why men seek honor is because the want a confirmation
of their virtue by men of practical wisdom and their peers. Aristotle concluded that this
type of honor might not be an honor at all but rather an end to political life
(statesmanship). (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1095b4-6) In his fourth argument Aristotle while
agreeing that wealth as a means is useful but dismisses it as unsuitable for the role of
Eudaimonia (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1096a8). Aristotle ends his discussion of what Eudemonia
is not with the statement that all arguments relating to this issue has been thoroughly
discussed even in the popular discussions and therefore is complete. (Aristot. Nic. Eth.
1095b)

One suggestion is that happiness is identical with (or at least entailed by) moral
virtue. Though he accepted the possibility of virtue, he said it was incomplete for the
following reasons. Firstly it could be that a virtuous could be passive and not practice his
virtues. Secondly, even a virtuous man might meet with life disasters from which he might
not recover and therefore it would illogical to consider that a virtuous must always be
flourishing. Therefore, for Aristotle being neither virtuous nor fortunate is not sufficient
for Eudaimonia – although it is necessary.
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A more plausible account of happiness, Aristotle suggests, will be grounded in
mankind’s distinctive nature, which gives rise to “the characteristic function of man”
(Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1097b9-10). The function of man (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1097b10)
according to Aristotle refers to the skilled persons like the flute-player, sculptor, artist,
carpenter, and tanner whom all have their own functions and activities and their good
resides in their functions. Aristotle suggests that man too has his function and his good
resides in his function. Next, Aristotle talks generally about the body parts like the eyes,
hand and foot, that they too have their function which indicates that man too have his
function over and above the body parts (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1097b10-11).

There are several questions that we have to ask here. Firstly, is there any debate
or controversy that can be raised if someone argues, “Why is there a need for a skill person
to have a function in the first place?” If the questions here are in a general context of
merely a reference to human capacity (skill) and to carry out that capacity (skill), my
question would be, if a skilled person is to be functionless, then why attach a function
label (e.g. Carpenter) to him in the first place? Let’s say a person, Mr. XYZ is trained in
carpentry and when needed to function as a carpenter, he can do so. Wouldn’t it be
illogical to say that MR. XYZ is a trained carpenter but he cannot function as a carpenter
when needed? If his inability to function is due to any deficiency in his training, then he
shouldn’t be given a function label until he has been evaluated as competent. Wouldn’t it
be foolish to label someone for a skill in which he cannot function. If he doesn’t want to
function as a carpenter, then that’s his choice but that doesn’t mean he cannot do (function
in) carpentry (skill). And if a person doesn’t really want to function in a skill he has been
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trained for, then firstly, why waste resources to train him as a skill person and secondly,
why give him a function label (e.g. carpenter)?

What if someone argues that, “What if a person has multiple skills and functions,
doesn’t that prove that not all people have a unique function?” My answer would be,
multiplicity of skills and functions only proves that a person is capable of having and
functioning in multiple skills and functions. But it need not necessarily prove that they
cannot have a unique skill in one those skills they possess. For example, a person can play
a piano, draw oil paintings but yet be the first space transport engineer who creates the
first landing craft for the moon.

Secondly, what does Aristotle mean by each skilled person have his good residing
in his functions? Can it be that it means that a person by his skillful functions becomes
good? If this is the meaning, then it raises two questions. First, “why is it that some people
who can function well at their skills are bad?” Secondly, “What does ‘good’ refer to in
the context of skillful functionality?” Does it mean they become better at their skills? Or
does it mean that they as a character become good because of their functions? If we were
taking the possibility that a character with a skillful performance can become bad, then it
rules out the good here as referring to the character (will be argued by Korsgaard on page
46). That leaves us with the possibility that good here refers to they becoming better at
their skills. Thus, I will interpret Aristotle as saying that skilled persons have their own
unique skills and they become more skillful due to their practicing of their skills.
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Besides the controversies based in the general context of human capacity, there is
the criticism of Hardie who disagrees with Aristotle function argument because in his
view it makes man merely as an instrument to serve a purpose. In his opinion only in the
context of “controversial religious or metaphysical assumptions” can human beings be
viewed as having a function or “being designed for a purpose” (Hardie, 1980, p.23). It
must be noted that Korsgaard agreed with Hardie on the existence of a controversy
(teleological conception) but she still defended Aristotle’s function argument through her
“qualified interpretation of the function argument” (Blanton, 2012, p. 2). What was her
rationale and argument for defending Aristotle’s function argument?

Korsgaard argued that Aristotle’s function argument “cannot be set aside without
a serious loss to Aristotle’s theory of the Moral Virtues”. She pointed out that both Plato
and Aristotle recognized “a conceptual connection between ergon, function, and arête,
virtue (R 353 b–c; NE 2.6 1106a14ff; NE 6.2 1139a18). For Aristotle a virtue was “not
merely an admirable or socially useful quality: it is quite specifically a quality that makes
you good at performing your function” (Korsgaard, 2008, p. 133).

My position on the function argument is that of Korsgaard. I agree with her that
Aristotle’s function argument connection to Aristotle’s theory of the moral virtues is
viable not only because it finds support with Plato but also because it is in line with
Korsgaard argument that the key to Aristotle’s theory on virtues rests on the connection
(technical connection) between practical rationality (practical wisdom) and moral virtues,
as practical wisdom cannot be achieved without moral virtues (Korsgaard, 2008, p. 134).
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In Aristotle’s next discussion, he dismisses the discussion of plant life which only
has to do nutrition and growth because it does not fit his discussion of the absolute purpose
of the human being which is over and above plant life (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1097b12). He
then proceeds to discuss two functions, perception and reason. He does not discuss in
depth the function of perception because the function is generally shared by animals like
the horse, and the ox. Korsgaard points out how others argue why human function should
be limited to “the life of nutrition and growth,” “life of perception,” and “the life of
reason?” She also asks why only address it if it is “peculiar’ to human beings?
Furthermore she argued that even if the human function turns out to be a good function,
why should it make a human being to be morally good? As in any human capacity (no
matter how good its function) can be used for good or evil. She feels that this sort of
reasoning leads to fallacy that discredits the function argument (Korsgaard, 2008, pp.
132- 133).

Aristotle next moves on to the discussion on the function of reason. He
differentiates reason between that which can reason and that which is obedient to reason.
Of the two, the function of reasoning is what makes human beings unique above all others.
Aristotle is not satisfied with his discussion that the function of human reasoning is above
the functions of plant life, animal life, skills and the functions of obedience to reasoning.
He proceeds to say that generally in any profession, the function of a particular profession
like a harper is not just to harp but to harp in a superior and excellent manner. Likewise,
the function of a man is to utilize his reasoning faculties in a superior manner for the
activity of the soul while exhibiting moral virtue. But this process of blessedness and
happiness according to Aristotle is not short termed (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1098a14-16). And
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he also connects happiness to moral virtue when he talks about the activity of the soul.
Aristotle’s connection between happiness to moral virtues finds empirical support in
modern day longitudinal psychological research that shows that not only moral virtue
affects happiness but happiness can also lead to virtuous behavior. Thus it is reciprocal in
nature (Kesebir, P & Diener, Ed., 2013). Eudaimonia, for Aristotle, involves the use of
reason in accordance with the moral virtues. To fail to use ones reason, or to live without
moral virtue, is to fail to live in the distinctively human state of well-being – it is to fail
to do well, as a human being. According to Aristotle, the practical benefit derived from
the discussing the nature of Eudaimonia is that, like archers who know the nature and
location of bullseyes, we will most likely achieve what is desirable in life.

Aristotle went on to explain that moral virtue is developed through habituation.
And for Aristotle the process of habituation was beyond mere imitation (Aristot. Nic. Eth.
1103a1) and was very similar to the psychological process called reinforcement
(Lisnawati, 2016, p.426). This is a process by which the contents of a person’s character
– consisting, in part, of their reflective judgements, their desires, and their emotional
responses - is gradually modified and brought into a kind of internal harmony. We will
see in later (in page 47) the detailed discussion that moral virtue and human character are
both needed.

For example, suppose that a person decides to become kinder, or to learn to
appreciate opera. At first, he might encounter dissonance between these decisions and his
unconscious responses. Even after making these decisions might feel amused when he
sees a stranger slip on ice, and bored at a performance of Don Giovanni. But, by
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scrutinizing these unconscious responses, and trying to modify how he sees their objects,
over time he might come to feel that other people’s suffering is not funny, and that Don
Giovanni is an entertaining and profound piece of art. By doing so he will have exercised
a kind of rational control over his inner life. This is something that humans are, perhaps,
uniquely capable of. We can decide not to give in to temptation by resisting the second
helping of cake – perhaps because we want to lose weight, or in order to leave enough for
everybody else. This capacity to regulate our desires in light of our goals and values is
essential to our status as persons, for Aristotle, and if we want to live well as a person
then we have to exercise it. Dogs seem to lack this capacity. If a dog is not full he will
just eat the second portion of food – there seems to be little ability to regulate this. And
although animals probably have the instinct to sometimes sacrifice their own interests for
their young; it is not clear that this is the result of a rational decision or self-directed plan.

The interest of philosophical counseling, I want to suggest, is that it can help us
overcome certain kinds of disharmony and thereby help bring us to Eudaimonia. I will
illustrate this by considering several kinds of disharmony later in chapter III. But in
concluding this chapter, I would like to highlight two points of interest. Firstly, it must be
noted that Aristotle did not use the word “harmony” or its Greek equivalent; this is my
own coinage. He rather uses a concept of full virtue, as distinct from mere continence.
Full virtue involves the kind of harmony that I am appealing to, relating a persons’
reasoning faculties, on the one hand and their desires and emotions, on the other. But full
virtue involves more than just harmony – the fully virtuous person also gets things right,
in that his judgements, actions, feelings and desires reveal his wisdom and moral virtue.
Secondly, Aristotle’s view – which entails that in some sense one’s emotions can be either
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rational or irrational, consistent with one’s beliefs or in conflict with them – might seem
to commit him to a cognitive theory of the emotion. According to such theories, emotions
either are, or at least importantly involve, judgements (for defense of a cognitive theory
of emotion, see Solomon 1988). After all, the concepts of rationality and irrationality,
consistency and inconsistency, are naturally thought to apply in the first instance to
judgements.

Whether Aristotle is committed to a cognitive theory, and in exactly what sense
emotions can be rational or irrational, consistent or inconsistent with beliefs etc., is an
interesting avenue for further research. It is not an avenue that I will explore here,
however, and will simply assume that we can apply the relevant concepts of rationality
and consistency to emotions as well as beliefs, without trying to analyze these concepts.
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Chapter III: EUDAIMONIA AS THE END GOAL
IN PHILOSOPHICAL COUNSELING

Introduction

We have seen in chapter two that Eudaimonia involves an inner harmony between
a person’s consciously acknowledged decisions and plans, their desires, and their
emotional responses. The interest of philosophical counseling, I want to suggest, is that it
can help us overcome certain kinds of disharmony and thereby help bring us to
Eudaimonia. I will illustrate this by considering several kinds of disharmony in this
chapter.

Moral virtues is human character
Aristotle points to three possible psychological state in the soul, namely emotions,
capacities or state of character. (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1105b1). It must be noted that in
psychology there is no one particular definition of emotion. Cabanac for instance
considers emotions as a high intensity mental experiences that contain both positive and
negative hedonistic emotional responses like what Aristotle listed in his example of
anger, fear, confidence, envy, joy, love, hatred, longing, emulation, pity, and any feelings
that are accompanied by pleasure or pain (Cabanac, 2002). Capacities are persons’
abilities to experience the foregoing emotions. And lastly, states of character refers to
human disposition that can range from excesses like violence or deficits like weakness.
And this human character applies to all other emotions. (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1106a5) But
as “one swallow does not make a summer” so, a single good emotional responses does
make us a good person. We have to look at our patterns of responses, over a suitably
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lengthy time period. Also, note that even a virtuous person could surely have unvirtuous
emotional responses from time to time –if there are mitigating factors, like illness /grief
/drunkenness. Aristotle therefore dismisses emotions as moral virtue. (Aristot. Nic. Eth.
1105b3 - Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1106a4) Aristotle dismisses emotions as moral virtue but
eventually picks the state of character (human character) as the one that qualifies as moral
virtue. It is this human character that was discussed in chapter two which was developed
through habituation of corresponding moral actions is of interest in philosophical
counseling. (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1103a2 - Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1103a3) Now the question is
how is habituation developed?

The process of habituat ion
Next, Aristotle goes on to discuss the actual process of habituation. He claims we
acquire our potentialities through nature and then only later we exhibit its actions.
Aristotle then proceeds to discuss that virtues are acquired through repetitive habituation
of matching actions. Aristotle illustrates this by daily examples as when
persons build to become builders, harp to become harpers, performs just acts to become
just, does acts of temperance and courage to become temperate and courageous. (Aristot.
Nic. Eth. 1103a4) In the context of practical arts like harping or ship building, repetitive
habituation is not only needed but really works. And in the case of artistic pieces, their
virtue lies in themselves and therefore when produced are of a certain quality (Aristot.
Nic. Eth. 1103a3). But in the context of becoming a virtuous person, does repetitive
habituation or imitating makes a person virtuous? Now, Aristotle anticipated this possible
opposition when he responded by saying that; firstly the person who wants to do virtuous
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activities (actions) must be already possess natural virtues. (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1103a1)
What is natural virtues? According to Mariska Leunissen, Aristotelian natural virtue is
not innate but acquired and is developed through the practice of character trait (e.g.
courage) that exists in persons who have not fully developed moral virtues (Mariska
Leunissen, 2017). Secondly, like a grammarian who does grammatically, the virtuous
person must do virtuously as a virtuous does, (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1103a1-2, Aristot. Nic.
Eth. 1103a4, Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1103b5). Thirdly, the actions must be the expression from
a stable and unchangeable character. (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1103a3)

Habituat ion and reinforcement
If we were to summarize Aristotle’s response to the objection of habituation, he
was not advocating imitation nor mindless repetitive actions. He was proposing what in
psychology is termed as “reinforcement” that proceeds from a virtuous character.
Aristotle went on to explain that moral virtue is developed through habituation. And for
Aristotle the process of habituation was beyond mere imitation (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1103a1)
and was very similar to the psychological process called reinforcement (Lisnawati, 2016,
p.426). This is the process which was illustrated in chapter by the examples of the person
who learned to appreciate opera, not giving in to temptation by resisting a second helping
of a cake. Now, let’s see how Eudaimonia becomes the end goal in philosophical
counseling.

Eudaimonia as the end goal in philosophical counseling
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So what is philosophical counseling? A working definition of philosophical
counseling extracted from the specific practices in South Africa based on the studies of
Louw (2009) describes philosophical counseling that includes a trained philosophical
counselor who dealt with problems related to “reasoning or conceiving”, as opposed to
“physiological or neuropsychiatric dysfunction.” The processes used were interactive,
bilateral, “dialogical”, and the use of mutual probing and questioning to resolve “the
problem in question” (Louw, 2009, pp.35-37). Philosophical counselors often deal with
problems related to moral reasoning and moral dilemmas which were in line with the
concept of Eudaimonia. Consider cases of Akrasia, or incontinence. Aristotle posed the
question,

“But in what sense, it may be objected, can a man judge rightly when he acts
incontinently?” (Aristot. Nic. Eth. 1145b1)

In other words, how is it possible for a man to act against what he judges, all things
considered, to be best? Yet incontinence seems an everyday phenomenon, involving an
inner disharmony where ones’ beliefs and explicitly avowed values are in conflict with
what one desires and ultimately chooses.

The philosophical counsellor deals with such issues by guiding clients through
their state of disharmony. She does so by asking them to explicitly formulate their goals,
the reasons that favor them, and the sources of their countervailing desires. By doing this,
the patient can either modify their goals or better understand and regulate their desires.
Hopefully, this will result in improved happiness and mental wellbeing, and bring them
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closer to Eudaimonia. It is crucial to note that one’s explicit beliefs and goals do not enjoy
a carte blanche in cases of akrasia: sometimes these need modifying,
and one’s immediate emotional responses and desires actually better represent ones
character. This is the lesson to take form the literature on inverse akrasia.

In the adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Huck Finn who lived widow Douglas who
intended to civilize him through imparting literacy and acceptable behavioral lessons. In
between he was abused physically by his drunkard and violent father. His problems were
intensified when he ran away from his benefactor due to boredom with another runaway
slave from Ms. Watson named Jim. Jim’s reason for running away was because he
overheard his mistress plan to sell him to a plantation where he knew he would be treated
horribly. Though after knowing Jim’s plan to seek asylum in the free states was troubling
to Huck Finn who realize that he was going against the pro-slavery tenets of his society.
But he remained faithful to Jim. While on the run, Jim was betrayed and sold into slavery
twice. Once by Duke and the King and another time by Phelps. On both these occasions
he saved Jim with help from Tom Sawyer despite his internal struggle what he is doing
and what he should have done. Consider the kind of emotional distress felt by Huck Finn.
What he needed was a philosophical counsellor to guide him through his thoughts – to
make him see the unjustness of his internalized moral beliefs, and to make him see the
rightness of his loyalty and concern for his friend Jim (Bennett, J. 1974, pp. 49, 123-134).

Eudaimonia, then, involves an inner harmony between a person’s consciously
acknowledged decisions and plans, their desires, and their emotional responses. This
raises a controversy. Philippa Foot points out that, intuitively, disharmony seems,
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sometimes to be the better state to be in (Foot, 1978). Intuitively, she suggests, a display
of courage is made more virtuous (rather than less) by the presence of fear – that is, an
inclination not to perform the courageous act. This presents us with a puzzle. For on the
one hand, we sometimes want to say that moral praise should be given to the person who
finds it easy to be generous or kind, and we would blame those who fund these kinds of
act difficult. But some examples involving courage suggest that, in other cases, we
intuitively think that the more easily a person finds it to be virtuous, the less he should be
morally admired for his virtuousness.

According to foot, the seeming dilemma in this inclination can be resolved if
people do not assume that there is only one kind of difficulty that tempts a virtuous person.
She differentiates that there are difficulties that provides an opportunity for a greater
exercise of virtuousness while in other cases it shows the incompleteness of a person’s
virtue. She highlights the scenario where a person with a virtuous character does not even
have the thought to steal so when confronted with a temptation to steal, he refrains from
stealing because of his honest character. In a contrasting scenario, another person who is
in poverty is faced with a more challenging temptation to steal. But he refrains despite
the greater temptation. She points out that these kind of differentiations can be applied to
other examples like charitable actions that requires a greater sacrifice like being charitable
to a rival. But it is the charitable action that is done with a greater sacrifice that makes it
more virtuous (Foot, 1978).

But she admits that the above distinctions can’t always be made easily. And she
gives the example of the difficulty of fear and courage. She points out that the existence
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fear is not a necessity for the display of courage. She gives the examples of when a person
faces a life and death threat but is not affected by it, while a person who has disorder like
claustrophobia or acrophobia requires a greater courage to overcome their fear. (Foot,
1978).

1. Case study 1: political decision making
Mr. AB who is a newly elected member of parliament in a coalition political party
comes for counseling. His problem is, he must vote for a race-based matriculation system
bill that is going to be tabled in parliament by the ruling party of his country. Now, the
political whip of his party had already forewarned all party MP(s) that they must show
collective political support by giving their affirmative vote regardless of their personal
feelings. This is to show political solidarity with the ruling party which will ensure the
votes from the majority ethnic group in the next general election. Personally, Mr. AB
does not approve of racial discriminations as his moral beliefs are in the values of
meritocracy. Though he and his family would benefit by his affirmative vote as they are
from the majority ethnic group, he still doesn’t agree. But he knows that if he doesn’t cast
his affirmative vote then he will be losing favor with his political party and its leadership.
That would put his political career into jeopardy. Nearer to home, his wife thinks that he
should cast his affirmative vote, as they as family would benefit economically. This
creates inner conflicts (moral dilemmas) between his moral beliefs and values and what
is politically and conjugally expected of him resulting in unhappiness, stress and mentally
strain. How can I help Mr. AB through philosophical counseling? Here is a proposed
approach.
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As a philosophical counselor, I am merely a moderator who is there to guide Mr.
AB to bring about inner harmony by synchronizing his moral beliefs and values with his
eventual political decision making and actions that would bring inner moral harmony
from his inner conflicts (moral dilemmas). So I would begin by asking him to assert what
his beliefs and values for the purpose of vocalizing and reinforcing what he already holds
and wants eventually. So I would ask him questions like, “What is your considered moral
belief about the affirmative vote that is expected of you.” Or, I can ask him “Since it is
expected of you to give an affirmative vote, what would you like to do morally?” If he
confirms his moral beliefs and values that he is against the affirmative vote, then I will
raise his fears of the possibility of his political career loss and the blame that might come
from his wife for not doing what was expected of him as he has already been forewarned
of the consequences. The purpose of raising his fears is to prepare him to face his fears
even before it happens and to assist him to equip himself with the necessary justifications
for his eventual decisions and actions.

He might respond by saying, “I don’t know what to decide or do.” Or, he might
ask, “What should I do?” Or he might say, “Well! It is better that I do what my party and
wife expects and avoid the negative consequences.” For the first two responses, I would
counter him by stating that I can’t give him the answer. But I would propose the possible
questions that he might have to consider to reach a decision and act. So I will ask him,
“Since you already know the expectations of your party and your wife, do you agree with
them?” If he says, “no” then I will ask him what your justifications are for saying no to
them. I will then assist him to think and write down all possible justifications he can use
to support his rejection of the affirmative vote. But at the same time I would again remind
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him that there are realistic consequences of career loss and blame from his wife that might
occur from his rejection of the affirmative vote. I will then assist him to think and prepare
for contingencies for such loss and blame. The counseling principle is to assist the client
to come out with his own justifications for his own decisions and actions. And at the same
time to prepare him to have his own contingency plans to face the consequences of his
decisions and actions. If Mr. AB has both his own justifications and his own contingency
plans, he can then proceed to decide and act in accordance to his spontaneous beliefs and
values thereby bringing inner moral harmony that leads to happiness, hardiness to stress
and mentally wellbeing. Overall, it would lead Mr. AB closer to Eudaimonia.

Now, if Mr. AB’s response is, “Well! It is better I do what my party and wife
expects and avoid the negative consequences,” I will counter and ask him the following
questions. Firstly, “how will you justify your response that is in contradiction to your
moral beliefs and values that is against racial discrimination and values meritocracy.”
Secondly, “How will you justify your racial discrimination to the minority constituents
who also voted for you?” Thirdly, “what will you do if there is a public backlash against
your party and you for racial discrimination?” Fourthly, “are you ready to lose your
personal moral credibility in exchange for political and conjugal harmony?” Fifthly, “do
you think you can live without resolving your moral contradiction and dilemma for which
purpose you came for counseling in the first place?” And lastly, “what will you do in the
event your party loses political power and you lose you political position and personal
moral credibility?” Now, the above questions are meant to counter Mr. AB’s convenient
thinking that might disregard moral reasoning which will not solve his inner moral
dilemmas and mental wellbeing in the long term. It is to alert him to long term moral
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distress and moral residue consequences for short term convenient thinking. The
counseling principle is to focus Mr. AB’s original desire for inner moral harmony that
leads to metal wellbeing leading him closer to Eudaimonia. The next case study I would
like to discuss involves a tragic moral dilemma in medical decision making.

2. Case study 2: Tragic moral dilemma in medical decision making
Ms. J who works as an emergency room (ER) doctor in a local hospital
comes for counseling. She recently underwent a traumatic experience of having to decide
to save the mother’s life over the life of her child who was accident victims. She is
suffering from moral distress and carries with her an excruciating moral residue of moral
guilt after making a life and death decision. What makes her moral guilt unavoidable was
whichever person she decides to save, she would lose the other. How can I help Ms. J
through philosophical counseling? Here is a proposed approach.

I would begin by asking her to recount and relive her experience. The purpose is
to journey with her through traumatic experience in a supportive but objective manner so
that she can reflect on her decision makings, her present feelings, her responsibilities and
accountability. It is also to assist her to overcome her ‘moral residue’ of guilt. As she
recounts her experience, I will ask her probing questions. Here are sample questions that
I would inject periodically into her experience recounting. I would begin by asking, “On
the day of case, how you were physically, emotionally and mentally feeling?” This
question was to establish her prior physical, emotional and mental states. The reason
being her state of being would directly affect her decision makings. I would probe about
her professional view of her patients as she encountered them. This is to ascertain the
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degrees of seriousness of her patients were in according to the professional diagnoses of
Ms. J when she handled their cases. In the context of Ms. J, it is obvious that both mother
and child were in danger based on the fact that she decided to save the mother rather than
her child. I would then probe her justifications of why Ms. J chose the mother’s live over
the child. This is to ascertain whether Ms. J had an option to save both mother and child.
Again, in this case scenario, Ms. J did not have that option judging by her choice to save
the mother. Next, I will ask her, “If in your professional assessment you decided to save
the mother because you assessed that medically she had the best chance of survival, why
do you feel guilty? Are you having doubts that both patients could have been saved?” I
would ask the foregoing questions to ascertain whether the Ms. J’s feeling of guilt was
due to her doubt in her medical assessment. If Ms. J’s answer reveals doubt in her medical
assessment then besides her psychological wellbeing, her professional skills will need to
be reviewed. But if Ms. J’s answer is not because of doubt then she is feeling guilty at
having to make a decision which though was medically right but yet distressful because
it involves a loss of life. Ms. J’s value in the preciousness of life overwhelms her right
medical decision.

The counseling approach I will take to guide Ms. J to regain control of her inner
harmony between her values on the preciousness of life and her right medical decision
though it involves the uncontrollable loss of another life will be as follows. I will ask Ms.
J whether it was medically possible to both lives. If she says no, then I will assert that it
was not her decision that caused the child to die as the child was bound to die regardless
anything Ms. J could have done. I would then ask a rhetorical question, “Are not glad
that you manage to save the mother’s life?” Though her answer of “yes” was expected it
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was deliberately asked to highlight the fact that she still had save a life thereby cementing
her belief in the value of the preciousness of life. By this strategy, I would able to guide
Ms. J to regain her inner harmony by dispelling her moral guilt and to have resilience for
future similar traumatic experiences.

The above three case studies dealt with moral reasoning and moral dilemmas and
guided the clients through their various state of inner disharmonies. Eudaimonia therefore
became the end goal in philosophical counseling that sought to solve the daily moral
dilemmas resulting in happiness, mental wellbeing and bringing them closer to
Eudaimonia. In closing this chapter, it must be noted that though Eudaimonia is proposed
as the end goal in philosophical counseling, however there are two points that needs to be
considered.

Firstly, in the context of cases that has to do with tragedy or tragic dilemmas, the
question that might be asked is, “what happens if the event involves an irreversible
psychological damage?” In my opinion if the tragic event is an irreversible psychological
damage then it would necessary to refer the client to experts like neurosurgeons or
psychiatrics who deal with such cases. Anyway there is no presupposition that counseling
can be successfully utilized in every case. This is in line with the fact that for Aristotle
the correct response to such tragedies is to take accurate account of such events. And
sometimes the acceptance of such realities that though they might be harsh but in a sense
be a form of Catharsis (rebirth, cleansing, healing). And this is conveyed in the
perspective of Aristotle’s Poetics Ari. Here the idea of catharsis which is only used once
in the preliminary reference to the tragedy of the Poetics denotes therapeutic implications.
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Joe Sachs in his discussion of tragic Catharsis proposes that the Greek meaning means
purification rather than purgation. Thus it is a reference to the removal of the worst and
baser feelings of fear and pity from our feelings themselves. Catharsis conveys a beautiful
experience of cleansing and rebirth in the midst of tragedy (Sachs, 2006).

The second point is that Eudaimonia is not the only valid model of philosophical
counseling. And as already stated in the research limitations (as discussed in page 30),
this is not a proposal of virtue ethics.
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CHAPTER IV

CRITICAL DISCUSSIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Introduction
It was seen Chapter III how Eudaimonia became the end goal in philosophical
counseling that sought to solve the daily moral dilemmas resulting in happiness, mental
wellbeing and bringing clients closer to Eudaimonia. In this chapter I will be having three
sections. In sections one, I will deal with the review and critical discussions of
philosophical counseling. In section two, I will expand and discuss specific areas where
philosophical counseling can be utilized which were covered partially in chapter III. And
in section three, I will discuss any possible objections and replies to philosophical
counseling.

Review and crit ical discussion of philosophical counseling
I would like to begin the review and critical discussion of philosophical
counseling with two possible objections to it. Firstly, some persons might consider
Eudaimonia-based philosophical counseling as limited, because not many persons can
achieve Eudaimonia. One reason for this scenario being that, even if everything else falls
in place for someone, a person may not have the luck which is beyond their control to
achieve it. Indeed, it may be suggested that it is precisely the people in need of counseling
who are victims of misfortune and who are therefore unlikely to be able to reach a state
of Eudaimonia.
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My reply to this objection is that, although it is realistic that some persons may
not achieve Eudaimonia, but they are at least experientially getting closer to it. For
Eudaimonia is meant to be an ideal to be aimed for even if it is not achievable.

Secondly, some persons might object on the reasoning that Aristotelian
approach cannot assist certain extremely traumatized victims of genuinely tragic events.
My reply to this second objection would be that it is true that the Aristotelian approach
cannot help certain extremely trauma cases. However, it is illogical to expect every case
to be solvable by counseling whether through the Aristotelian or other approaches. And
there are always the options of other forms of treatment for these kinds of cases.

Based on the working definition in chapter III, it was already seen that the
application of philosophical counseling can only be applied in limited areas such as areas
related to “reasoning or conceiving”, as opposed to “physiological or neuropsychiatric
dysfunction.” And the counseling methods that were mainly used were interactive,
bilateral, “dialogical”, mutual probing and questioning.” (Louw, 2009, pp.35-37). It
therefore dealt with problems related to logical reasoning, moral reasoning and moral
dilemmas. These observations of limitations on the scope and methodology of
philosophical counseling raises the need to review and critically discuss philosophical
counseling.

One question that may be raised is that whether there are other options besides
logical enquiries and existential philosophies. Gindi, & Pilpel propose that there is in the
form of what they call “Contemporary Philosophical Counseling” (CPC). Contemporary
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Philosophical Counseling is more robust because it is eclectic in that it includes diverse
philosophical approaches from Aristotle to Kant, from the feminist to post-modernist. It
strength is that just as philosophy is evolving with the times, Contemporary Philosophical
Counseling is absorbing these changes into itself to meet the needs and problems with the
times. In other words Contemporary Philosophical Counseling determines its techniques
and approaches needed by the needs and problems of the clients. It is eclectic, flexible
and ever ready to change and is excellent for in assisting persons with dysfunctional
worldviews (Gindi, & Pilpel, 2015, pp. 7-9).

Having discussed Contemporary Philosophical Counseling, it’s time to discuss
about whether philosophical counseling is a viable option to traditional psychotherapy
treatment. The answer to this question is a categorical “No.” Why? As already seen in the
introduction, philosophical counseling cannot deal with any areas that physiological,
psychiatric or neuropsychiatric in nature. Problems related to physiological, psychiatric
or neuropsychiatric fall in the scope of traditional psychotherapy which is medical based
that has the concepts of “disease” and “health” which is beyond the scope of philosophical
counseling (Cohen & Zinaich, 2013, p.18). If philosophical counseling is not a viable
option to traditional psychotherapy treatment, then it does not pose a threat or even a
competitor to psychotherapy and its practioner. The absence of threat or competition from
philosophical counseling to psychotherapy leads to the next question.

Can philosophical counseling supplement psychotherapy? The answer to
this question is a definite “Yes.” How can this take place? Let us begin by understanding
specific

methodological

similarities

between

philosophical

counseling

and
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psychotherapy. For example “Logic Based Therapy” (LBT) premises proposes that
“faulty logic or premises” causes “emotionally damaging conclusions” Now, Gindi &
Pilpel refers to Logic Based Therapy as a philosophical counseling method which they
say is similar to Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and Rational Emotive Behavioral
Therapy (REBT) (Gindi & Pilpel, 2015, p2). Let me illustrate the methodological
similarities between Logic Based Therapy as a philosophical counseling methodology
and Cognitive Behavioral Therapy methodology by utilizing the same fictional example.

Ms. Zizi, a recent widow suffers from depression. She tried to cope by drowning
herself in office work to try to. She began early and returned home late. But once she is
alone in her house, she relives her irreplaceable loss and becomes moody. She gets into
the habit of taking sleeping pills to sleep fast so she doesn’t need to think. But her
overdosing begins to give her side effects of constipation, dry mouth, and memory
failures. So she consults Mr. L, a Logic Based Therapist for help. Mr. L after sessions
gets to crux of Ms. Zizi’s problem. He asks her, “What do you think is your real problem?”
She says, “I am suffering from depression.” He asks her, “What do you think is the cause
of your depression?” She answers, “I think it is because I keep thinking of my late
husband and I don’t want to remember that he is gone, so I have been trying to forget his
death.” So, Mr. L. asks, “So you can’t accept the loss of your husband, right?” She says,
“Yes.” What Mr. L has done is to engage in a dialog with Ms. Zizi and through a series
of deductive probing and questioning led Ms. Zizi to confront here real problem of which
the depression was just an emotional symptom.
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Now, let me illustrate Cognitive Behavioral Therapy methodology by the same
fictional example as above. But before that, let me summarize the core premises of
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy methodology. Cully & Teten summarizes Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy as a combination of cognitive and behavioral therapies. And its core
premises is that since “emotions are difficult to change directly,” the way to go about it
is to change thoughts and behaviors that are “contributing to the distressing emotions”
(Cully & Teten, 2008, p. 6). So let’s assume that Ms. Zizi consults Mr. C, who is a
Cognitive Behavioral Therapist. How will he approach utilizing the premise of Cognitive
Behavioral Therapy? Since he cannot deal with Ms. Zizi’s depression directly, he would
first deal with her thoughts. He would use a similar deductive approach as Mr. L to guide
Ms. Zizi to confront her real problem. And once Ms. Zizi accepts her real problem, he
will begin to deal with her behaviors which are overworking and overdosing on sleeping
pills. He will ask her, “now that you know that you real problem is you can’t accept your
loss of your husband, do you think that overworking and overdosing on sleeping pills will
help you in anyway?” The he will proceed to assist her to accept her loss and at the same
time change her behavior that will reinforce her acceptance of her reality.

What therefore, was the methodological similarity between Logic Based Therapy
and Cognitive Behavioral Therapist.? In order to visually understand these
methodological similarities, I will use a table approach which compares Logic Based
Therapy (LBT) and Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) (Cohen, 2003). See figure 4.

Figure 4: Methodological similarities of CBT and LBT
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Cognitive

Behavioral

Therapy
Irrational Premises

Dysfunctional thinking

Cause Irrational Emotions

Cause

Affects behavior

Dysfunctional

Emotions

emotions

Behavior

Affects behavior

Target for counseling is the

Target for counseling is

Irrational

the

premises Thinking/ Cognition

(thinking)

Dysfunctional

cognition

Common Methodology Used are:
1. Identify or recognize destructive emotions /behaviors.
2. Assist client to identify or recognize the underlying fallacies that are the
cause.
3. Counter refute these fallacies in a rational and empirical manner.
4. Assist client to construct “antidotal reasoning” to live by daily

Explanation
Under both therapies, the first theoretical assumption is that most problems are
caused by emotions, either irrational emotions (LBT) or dysfunctional emotions (CBT).
Now when that happens, the behavior (actions) of the person is affected. Now take note
that being irrational emotions have to do with defective thinking / cognition.
Dysfunctional emotions also have to do with dysfunctional thinking / cognition. Thus it’s
the defective and dysfunctional thinking that leads to irrational and dysfunctional
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emotions that affects behavior. Both Logic Based Therapy and Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy counter the thinking / cognition fallacies that occur in the client by utilizing the
above four strategies as found in the common methodologies in the above table. I the next
section I would like to deal with philosophical counseling areas.

Philosophical counseling areas
It was seen in chapter III, that one area for the utilization of philosophical
counseling was moral dilemma (Akrasia) which was illustrated in the form of two case
studies. Another major area which is suitable for philosophical counseling is faulty
thinking which in psychology is called “cognitive distortions.” They are basically “biased
errors in thinking” that eventually leads to emotional disorders such as depressions (Rnic,
Dozois & Martin, 2016, p. 348). The intervention on these faulty thinking before they
turn to become emotional disorder, is what I propose as the major area for philosophical
counseling besides moral dilemmas. Here are some faulty thinking (cognitive distortions)
that can be handled by philosophical counselors.

1. All-or-nothing thinking
This type of faulty thinking looks at everything in extremes with no balance or
“middle ground” (Froggat, 2009, p. 3). What causes all-or-nothing thinking? Let’s assume
Mr. B has a subconscious belief sometimes called as “core beliefs” that says, “If a lizard
chirps while I am eating, it’s a bad omen that something bad is going to happen soon.”
One day while in restaurant taking dinner, Mr. B hears a lizard chirping near him. He
“infers” immediately that something bad is going to happen soon. He stops eating and
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checks his food to see if there is anything undesirable in it. He checks around him to
search for danger. He “evaluates” his situation and says, “Something is bound to happen
soon or else the lizard won’t chirp” (Froggat, 2009, p. 2). For Mr. B, there is no other
explanation. Philosophical counseling can be easily used to deal with the faulty core belief
of Mr. B that correlates the chirping of the lizard with imminent danger. The philosopher
counselor can take a twofold approach in dealing with M. B’s problem. First, he can
explore how Mr. B’s faulty belief originated through a sessional conversational
interaction. Then, he can dialectically and through deductional process prove the
unfounded beliefs held by Mr. B. But the second and follow-up to the first approach is
experientially (by doing) prove that when a lizard chirps, there is no danger. In
psychology, this is called “flooding” in which a client is either virtually or directly
exposed to what he fears in a safe environment (Bufford, 1999, p. 1). Here is how we can
visualize all-or-nothing thinking. See figure 5.

Figure 5: Visualization flow chart of All-or-nothing thinking
Interpretation of figure 5 is that a client (1) believes that if X (2) happens
(triggers) then A (3) will happen.

Core belief:
If X happens then
A will happen (1)

Expectation of A to
X happens (2)

2. Mind reading

Triggers

happen (3)
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This faulty thinking involves trying to guess or predict what others are thinking.
Here are some examples. When a girl looks at a boy, the boy thinks, “Ah! She is interested
in me.” When a friend drives past you, you think to yourself, “See! He is deliberately
ignoring me.” When a teacher picks a feather duster, a kid in the class thinks, “Ms. Brown
is definitely going to punish one of us.” It should be noted in all the above examples that
they are all inferences made on assumptions. The three basic approaches that a
philosophical counselor can take in dealing with this kind of faulty thinking is by asking
for evidence in support of the particular inference. For example, “what is your evidence
that she likes you?” Or the philosophical counselor can also ask the client if there could
be other possible answers for the inference. For example: “Maybe she is looking in your
direction.” Or the philosophical counselor himself provides arguments against the
inference. For Example, “She is looking at you because you are staring at her.” This first
approaches places the onus of prove or verification for the inference on the client. The
second approach offers an optional answer to divert the mind to explore other answers
rather than be fixated. The last approach would cause the client to think in order to refute
an offensive argument. In the process, like the second approach, the client will be diverted
to explore other answers

3. Emotional Reasoning
I would describe emotional reasoning as utilizing “subjective emotions” as a
gauge to conclude one’s reality. It’s like stating, “I feel fearful so I must be in danger”
(Berle & Moulds, 2013, p. 1). The inference of being in danger is determined by the
feeling of fear. Logic-Based Therapy (LBT) is highly recommended for dealing with this
kind of faulty thinking. What is Logic-Based Therapy? It is a “variant” of Rational-
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Emotive Behavior Therapy (REBT) but currently a leading “modality” of Philosophical
counseling. It combines “philosophical”, “logical” and “critical thinking”, “guided by
transcendent virtues,” and promotes “behavioral changes” to overcome faulty thinking
while cultivating “virtuous habits” (Cohen, 2003, pp. ix, 2).

Magnification and Minimization
According to Burns, magnification and minimization are about how we proportion
things inappropriately. We give least importance to significant matters and give the
greatest importance to insignificant matters (Burns, 1980).

Labeling
Burns talks about a scenario in which the client is engaging in a self-fault finding
by labeling himself (Burns, 1980).

Stereotyping
What is stereotyping? I would describe stereotyping as the action of representing
others in a generalized fixed manner that usually demeaning in contrast to and in favor of
the status quo of the perpetuators (Pickering, 2015). But stereotyping is not limited to
people alone. Even things, actions, events and days can be stereotyped. An example of
stereotyping a human being would be, “women are emotional.” An example of
stereotyping an action would be, “speeding is deadly.” An example of stereotyping a day
would be, “black Mondays.” As can be noticed of the examples, it mostly involves faulty
thinking. To state that women are emotional is too presumptuous and taking
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generalization to the extreme. It is insinuating that women are emotionally weaker
because of their female gender while the emotionality in the male is attributed to
situations. These are pervasive attributional biases and not scientifically based premises
(Barrett & Blis-Moreau, 2009, p5.). Besides attributional biases, I will highlight two
specific out of seven reasons of why stereotyping is wrong in epistemical context.
Beeghly’s first reason is that stereotyping usually involves “false and unjustified claims”
(Beeghly, 2014, p. 28). An example would be, “”All short people are dangerous.” This
stereotyping is false and unjustified because there is no proof that “all” short people is
dangerous. And even if some short people may be dangerous, likewise, some tall people
might be dangerous too. But there is no scientific correlation between the height of a
person and the possibility of becoming dangerous. Beeghly’s second reason is that
stereotyping being “prejudice” normally does not have supporting “evidence” to prove its
claim Beeghly agrees with Miranda Fricker that since prejudice being a “prejudgment”
and internalized does not have regards for evidence (Beeghly, 2014, p. 31). For example,
“English for ELT should only be taught by Caucasian native teachers.” The term
Caucasian generally is defined by dictionaries as “white skinned and of European origin.”
The problem with this claim is that it makes it a racist requirement. What if the teacher is
Chinese, Indian or even an African? Isn’t it possible for a Chinese, Indian or even an
African to be a citizen in Europe and be a native speaker (from birth) of English. This
kind of racist claim is born out of prejudice and is an internalized expectation.
Philosophical counselors can deal with stereotyping and prejudice easily as it is basically
faulty thinking mixed with internalized prejudice.

Stratégies for dealing wit h cognit ive distorsions
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The following strategies are available for Philosophical counselors as they deal
with cognitive distortions.

1. Identification
Philosophical counselors have to first identify the type of cognitive distortion that
the client is displaying. One way to go about it is to employ the use of existing screening
instruments for cognitive distortions. Robert has list of recommended instruments for
screening cognitive distortions Roberts (2015, p. 26).

Now, the question may be raised that, how can philosophical counselors who
have no background in psychological instruments can employ these tools? It is obvious
that anyone who is seeking to be a philosophical counselor is expected to get exposure in
psychology and psychological counseling to a reasonable level to understand counseling
in a holistic manner. In the same manner, those who are psychological background are
expected to do the same in philosophy in order to practice philosophical counseling. After
the cognitive distortion have been identified, the philosophical counselor will proceed to
analysing the distorted thoughts together with the client in the counseling sessions.

2. Analyses
When analysing the distorted thoughts with the client, it should be the aim of the
philosophical counselors to assist the client to spontaneously admit the existence of their
distortions. This is needed for the purpose of the client spontaneously be aware between
his reality and his distorted thinking. During the session the philosophical counselors
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should meticulously deal with each and every form of distorted thoughts that the client
may have displayed. During a cognitive distorsion analyses session, the client’s statement
of fault finding will be the indication of the type of thoughts distorsion the client has
displayed. In order to create awareness between distorted thoughts and reality in the
client, the counselor uses fact finding, and refutation to bring about the client’s
spontaneous awareness and differentiation between distorted thoughts and reality.

3. Reconstructing realistic thoughts
The next step in the philosophical counselor’s strategy is to assist the client to
reconstruct their realistic thoughts. The philosophical counselor can do this in this
manner. Here are some examples given in a table form. See figure 6.

Figure 6: Reconstructing realistic thoughts

Reconstructing realistic thoughts
Client’s

Distorted Counselor’s Actions

Corrected Thoughts

Thoughts
Now and never

Not necessary as there If now cannot, I can try
can be other times

He is thinking bad of me

later.

You can’t read his Yes,
mind

he

could

be

thinking anything, better
not guest.
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I feel cold therefore Feeling cold can be I think I need to wear my
something evil is around. due to anything not shirt, maybe that’s why I
necessarily evil.

am feeling cold.

I think I am not good Maybe you shouldn’t I think I should be more
looking, that is why wait for people to talk sociable.
nobody is talking to me.

to you. Maybe you
should go and talk to
them.

Anybody who is not my If so why do you have I think I generalized too
countryman, cannot be crimes
trusted.

in

your much.

country?

4. Follow-up and assignments
In order to ensure that the clients will be practicing self-correction outside the
counseling session, there should be some sort of arrangement for follow-up and
assignments with the client. The assignment could be like the keeping of a personal
journal to log the practicing of self-corrective events whenever the client has distorted
thoughts. The follow-up is to check and motivate the right response to distorted thoughts.
Here is how we can visualize stratégies for dealing with cognitive distorsions. See figure
7.

Figure 7: Visualization flow chart of stratégies for dealing with cognitive distorsions
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Interpretation of figure 7 is that there are two roles (counselor and client)
in counseling. The counselor will identify the type of cognitive distortions (1) then
analyze it together with the client (2). After which the counselor will reconstruct realist
thoughts and do follow-up with client. The client has only two roles that are analyze his
problem with counselor (2) and follow the guidance of the counselor in terms of followup (3).
Roles
Counselor

Client

Identify type of Cognitive

Analyze together with

Distortions (1)

Client (2)



Reconstruct realist
thoughts



Follow-up practice
& Assignment (3)

Having seen the discussion of the specific areas where philosophical counseling
can be utilized, now I will discuss conclusions and recommendations for future studies.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FUTURE STUDIES

Introduction
In this chapter, I will review and comment on chapters’ I-IV. I will discuss the
specific areas in the different chapters that can be developed in the future. I will examine
any issues that might possibly arise in developing the areas in the chapters if needed. If
relevant, I will also discuss its possible connections to current or future literature.

Commentary of chapter I
In the introduction of chapter I, I examined briefly the different perspectives of
counseling by different researchers like Kabir, Cully & Teten. There was a discussion of
the two main categories of counseling of the medical model and humanistic approaches.
Besides the two categories it was also seen how counseling is compartmentalized into
philosophical and psychological counseling which will be the next discussion.

Currently, the discussions on the subject of counseling are generally
compartmentalized into psychological counseling and philosophical counseling. What are
the reasons for this compartmentalization? Philosophical counseling has always raised
various questions among psychologists. Questions like, whether philosophical counseling
would undermine the practices of psychological counseling? How can this happen? An
example would be like “the person centered counseling theory” originated by Carl

Rogers. His practice was having person-centered interactive discussion with his clients to
guide them to explore their own needs and solutions as he believes that as humans they
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are positive and capable of perceiving reality on their own free from external control and
thereby able to achieve a balanced psychological wellbeing (Eremie, 2016, p. 2). And
since philosophical counseling does not have this kind of practice, there is this assumption
it might critique and attack this type of practices and thereby undermining them. It would
be a case of a critique that compares an apple with an orange. These kinds of questions,
doubts and fears on practices had contributed to the compartmentalization and division of
philosophical and psychological counseling (Knapp, & Tjeltveit, 2005, p. 558).

In actual reality, philosophical counseling and psychological counseling are
compatible. Philosophical counselors in their practice do interact with their clients in the
form of dialectical discussions that seeks to enable the client to explore their needs and
possible solutions. Only the labels used to describe the practices are different. Carl
Roger’s practice is known as a person-centered interactive discussion, while
philosophical counseling practice is called a dialectical discussion. But both are
discussions. It is like two roads with different labels that lead to the same destination.

However this form of division does not show the actual historical roots of
counseling. Take for example, Louw points out that the “role of the philosopher as
counselor” can be traced back even to Socrates (470-399 B.C.) (Louw, 2009, p. 1). At the
same time, we know that the seminal elements of psychological counseling began around
1908 (Whiteley, 1984, p. xi).
The above two facts do not show a divided counseling history. What it shows is
that, the roots of counseling can be traced back to philosophy rather than psychology.
They differ in terms of their areas of counseling, “reasoning or conceiving”, as opposed
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to “physiological or neuropsychiatric dysfunction”). But at the same time, they can have
similarities in terms of practices (discussed on page 25).

Thus, one of the areas in which future research can expand in detail is the history
of philosophical counseling. And this would require the involvement of non-partisan
interdisciplinary counseling practioner who have philosophical and psychological
backgrounds. Why is the need for a non-partisan interdisciplinary counseling practioner
from both philosophical and psychological counseling backgrounds? The reason is
obvious, to avoid group affiliation biasness. It is common and natural for persons from
different professional fields to have an in-group biasness for their field of interest while
having a biasness against other fields, especially those that are perceived to be a threat to
their interests (Lam & Seaton, p.2016). Another realistic understanding of an in-group or
affiliation biasness would be in the example of how national colonial histories are written.
The colonizers and the colonized will view and write the same history from an angle that
portrays them in a good image. Usually one will be portrayed as the hero while the other
is portrayed as a villain. Thus, if the history of counseling were written by psychologists,
then they would most probably trace its roots to the nineteen hundreds like what Whiteley
has done (Whiteley, 1984, p. xi). This is because they would understand counseling only
in the context of psychological counseling. But as Louw had already pointed out,
counseling can be traced back to Socrates (Louw, 2009, p. 1). This is why there is a need
for a non-partisan interdisciplinary counseling practioner from both philosophical and
psychological counseling backgrounds.
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Under “Background and Significance of the Study,” I pointed out my attraction
towards Maslow’s hierarchy of needs to the point where it became the end goal in my
counseling practice. However, it must be pointed out that as useful as it was, there are
other insights into Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. According to Greene & Burke, reveals
that before his death, Maslow had “a definition and process that transcends the self in
self-actualization” (Greene & Burke (2007, pp. 116-117, 126). Another researcher,
Koltko-Rivera confirmed that Maslow altered his model and placed “self-transcendence”
as beyond self-actualization. In other words, self-actualization was not the apex in
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs but rather self-transcendence, (Koltko-Rivera, 2006, p.313).

So what is self-transcendence? According to Paul, self-transcendence is when the
focus is shifted from “self-interest” to service towards others in order to live the good life
(Paul, 2016). Here is how Paul’s description of self-transcendence is connected to
Eudaimonia. Since the concept of self-transcendence focuses from self to others, it is
particularly of interest in vocations that gives priority to others like in caregiving
(Gilligan, 1982 & Noddings, 1984). One prominent vocation in which the concept of selftranscendence affects directly is the nursing vocation. Haugan has to this to say about the
self-transcendence and the nursing vocation. She describes how over the

decades even though the nursing vocation has been evolving, the nurse-patientrelationship through which the well-being of patients occur have sustained. And selftranscendence has been an integral part of this relationship which has promoted “selftransparency”, and “integrity” among the nurses while resulting in well-being to the
patients. And self-transcendence has mediated the well-being of patients in such a
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significant manner that it is recommended to be included in the educational curriculum
of nurses (Haugan, 2012, pp. 6-8).

After the background and significance of the study, I discussed the thesis
statement, research questions and research objectives and preceding relevant researches.
In the preceding relevant researches, I discussed three specific concepts which were
Eudaimonia, the good life, and philosophical counseling. I would like to point out that
each of these concepts can be expanded into a study of their own. Here are some examples
of studies done from different angles on two concepts of Eudaimonia and the good life.

Take the following angles on how Eudaimonia itself has been studied. For
example, Grech mentioned the study of Eudaimonia with the aim of showing how this
concept can change one’s way of living as well as changing the lives for the better (Grech,
2010). Heintzelman, (2018) studied Eudaimonia from the perspective of contemporary
“subjective well-being” that included “psychological well-being”, “self-determination”
(Heintzelman, 2018) and “meaning of life” (Ryff & Singer, 2006) studied Eudaimonia as
an approach to psychological well-being.

For studies related to the concept of the good life, King, & Napa did an empirical
study entitled, “What makes a life good?” They concluded in their research that the “folk
perceptions” of the good life included the perception that it refers to “meaning in life and
happiness”. Meaning in life also included to a person’s engagement in meaningful
activities (King, & Napa, 1998, p. 164). Pessi empirical study concludes that the good life
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was a mixture of balanced and simple life, “a balance of joy and sorrow”, “dependence
and independence”, with acts of social altruism (Pessi, 2008, p.76).

Review of chapter II
In chapter II, I introduced Aristotle’s concept of Eudaimonia which I deployed in
Chapter III when I defended the account of philosophical counseling. In discussing
Eudaimonia, I described it as happiness, and the inner harmony of people have to do with
the consciously acknowledged decisions and plans, their desires, and their emotional
responses.

Since we know that inner harmony is debatable, I would like to elaborate more on
inner harmony as healthy relationships. Healthy relationships are both “intrapersonal”
and “interpersonal”. Intrapersonal relationship refers to things that happen within a
person. While interpersonal relationship are things that happens between two people
(Chen, 2009, pp. 464-467). How can two people have a healthy relationship that is
harmonious? I will illustrate using a fictitious scenario.

Let’s say there two people, Jack and Jill. Jack has a healthy and balanced life and
he desires to have an interpersonal relationship with Jill. However, Jill does not have a
healthy and balanced life (intrapersonal). This prevents her from being able to connect
with Jack (Interpersonal) though she likes too. Does that mean that Jack and Jill cannot
have an interpersonal relationship? Of course not, as this is where a therapist can assist.
It is not necessary that Jill’s life must be totally healthy and balanced as Jack. What the
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therapist needs to assist Jill is to find a compromise (middle ground) on / by which Jack
and Jill can still build an interpersonal relationship that can give happiness to both of
them. And this is why it is considered as the intervention goal of certain therapies
especially in human relationships.

Review of chapter III
Bhuyan discussed the interconnectedness of virtue, practical wisdom and human
character in her research. According to Bhuyan, virtue is “acquired and learned through
habitual practice” till a person develops “practical wisdom.” Then, “virtue and practical
wisdom complements each other” to develop a virtuous human character. And this
virtuous human character is able to make ethical decisions (Bhuyan, 2015, pp. 2, 8).

This insight is important in philosophical counseling as we have already seen in
chapter III (discussed on page 39), that Aristotle considered moral virtue as human
character. Bhuyan’s research only confirms it by showing how this takes place. Next, I
would like to review chapter IV and focus on elaborating on additional material which I
believe would be useful in explaining philosophical counseling.
Review of Chapter IV
In chapter IV, I reviewed and discussed philosophical counseling critically. I
expanded and discussed the specific areas where philosophical counseling could be
utilized which were covered partially in chapter III. And lastly, under contributions I
attempted to develop a practical philosophical counseling format. In the section, “4.2.1
Can philosophical counseling supplement psychotherapy?” It was seen that the target for
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counseling for both cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and logic based therapy (LBT)
was thinking. By focusing the intervention on thinking, a therapist could bring about
changes in behaviors and emotions (discussed on pages 60, 62-63).

Here in this review I would like to elaborate on another psychological therapy that
also dealt with thinking like cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). It’s called “Rationale
Emotive Behavioral Therapy” (REBT). Rationale Emotive Behavioral Therapy was
created by Dr. Albert Ellis after he was unable to get fast results from his psychoanalytic
therapeutic practice. He had observed that his clients got better when his clients changed
their way of thinking regarding themselves, their problems, and others. Thus, he deduced
that that he would get faster results from his therapy if he concentrated directly on his
clients beliefs. This was how Rationale Emotive Behavioral Therapy was born. Rationale
Emotive Behavioral Therapy here because it “proposes a biopsychosocial explanation”
whose basic premise is that the thinking, belief (world view) of an individual about self,
and others are also influenced by generally accepted biological, psychological and social
factors (Froggatt, 2005. p.1).

Ellis did not disregard the factors of objective reality that can affect a person. For
example, if someone is grieving due to death of a loved one, then it’s the loss of a loved
(objective reality) one that triggers the grieving. Since the loss and the grief are
objectively real, there is no dysfunctional belief involved. So the therapist would assist to
accept their loss and manage their grief.
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The reason why I wanted to include Rationale Emotive Behavioral Therapy as a
relevant study here is to highlight the fact that besides clients’ problems being triggered
by events of objective reality, Ellis also noted that sometimes clients’ problems are also
triggered by what they believe about something (as influenced by social and other
factors), not the objective reality itself (Froggatt, 2005. pp 4-6). Thus, it involves core
beliefs that are dysfunctional. So Rationale Emotive Behavioral Therapy is not about a
therapist uncalculating a false belief into a client for therapeutic purposes. It is about
dealing with a false belief that a client might already have which is contradictory to an
objective reality as in the example above. It is interesting to note that personality disorders
are related to dysfunctional beliefs. They not only characterize personality disorder but
perpetuate it (Beck, Butler, Brown & Dahisgaard, 2001, p. 1213). This is how we can
visualize it. See figure 8.

Figure 8: Dysfunctional belief and personality disorder
Interpretation of figure 8 is that it’s dysfunctional beliefs (1) that causes the
personality disorder (2).

Personality Disorder (2)

Dysfunctional
Beliefs (1)
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Having review chapters I to IV and elaborated on what I think can be added in the
various chapters, I would like to briefly discuss my recommendations for future studies.

Recommendations for Future Studies
As this dissertation has limited its scope in proposing an account of philosophical
counseling in terms of an Aristotelian concept of Eudaimonia, it therefore provided a
natural justification for the practice: since it is plausible that Eudaimonia is a desirable
state to be in and philosophical counseling is worth engaging in inasmuch as it promotes
that state. However there are other possible areas that can be explored for future studies.
Here are some proposals.

1. Future study on self-transcendence
In view of Koltko-Rivera discussion that confirmed that Maslow altered his model
and placed “self-transcendence” as beyond self-actualization (Koltko-Rivera, 2006) (as
discussed on page 71), I would like to propose that a future research into philosophical
counseling can be expanded by including self-transcendence as another end goal besides
Eudaimonia (happiness). The reason for this proposal is because the current emphasis of
happiness from the viewpoint of self-actualization is related to personal happiness derived
from self-achievement (as discussed on page 6). But because Eudaimonia arguably
involves social virtues as well as personal ones, it fits well with self-transcendence that is
a positive way to share one’s personal happiness with others. Self-transcendence can also
be applied for practical applications in service to others.
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One area in which self-transcendence can be used in philosophical counseling is
in the area of “successful aging”. The main ideas of successful aging includes seeking
minimum impact from diseases that brings about disabilities, a reasonable high physical
and cognitive functioning and an active engagement in life both socially and
psychologically (Grover, 2016). As one ages, one is bound to encounter diseases which
cannot be avoided. But to actively seek a minimum impact from them through proper
health practices would be considered as one the factors of successful aging. When the
health is maintained, there is a high probability that a person would have a high physical
and cognitive functions. And these would contribute to an individual to engage actively
in their social environment that will result in psychological well-being. Since McCarthy,
& Bockweg has shown the psychological connection between self- transcendence and
successful aging (McCarthy, & Bockweg, 2013), I propose a three-way future
philosophical study that connects philosophical counseling, self- transcendence and
successful aging. How will this study be useful in the context of counseling?

In order to answer the question of usefulness of self-transcendence in the context
of counseling, a brief understanding of aging would be helpful. Chalise gives a clear
discussion of aging as follows. He describes aging as the process that begins with birth
and ends with death in old age. And this process is divided into three parts namely,
“growth and development” in the infant period, “maturation” in the teenage and young
adulthood period and finally, senescence which after the thirty year period. He also talks
about five different types of aging that takes place between birth and death. They are
“chronological aging”, “biological aging”, “psychological aging”, “social aging”, and
“functional aging” (Chalise, 2019, pp.8-9). It is in the area of social aging that the
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application of self-transcendence in counseling is most useful. Among the many losses
faced by the aging are loss of loved ones through necessary separations and death. They
also experience the loss of their independence through having to live with family or in
nursing homes. All these types of losses causes them to become inward looking and
emotionally depressed. This is when the application of self-transcendence through
counseling can give them a psychological rejuvenation in terms of creating a meaningful
life. Thus, the proposed future studies should look into how self-transcendence through
counseling can be operationalized in the lives of seniors to help them with a successful
aging.

2. Future studies on the factors that disrupt inner harmony
I propose that since we know reasonably well on the process of inner harmony
(discussed on pages 73-74), future studies can therefore focus on how philosophical
counselors can identify the factors that disrupt inner harmony in a more systematic
manner. How this proposed study can help counselors. A pointer in the right direction
towards achieving this proposal can begin with how psychologists systematically identify
psychological problems. Among the many tools available to them, one common one
which is used for identifying psychological subjective experiences are the Likert-type
self-report questionnaire. What is a self-report questionnaire?

Self-report questionnaire are according to Demetriou, Ozer, & Essau can be
hardcopy or online that can be done by participants in the absence of the tester to
Demetriou, Ozer, & Essau, (2015, p1). Usually these types of self-report questionnaire
would have a pre and post survey to determine the results before and after counseling.
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They are also not stand alone but rather part of a more complete intervention process. The
topic, the specific items, and the response scales to be included the self-report
questionnaire can be tailored to the specific problem at hand. Like in the case of this
proposal, the topic and items can be tailored to identify the question, “what causes inner
dilemmas?” Thus, I propose that a philosophy-based self-report questionnaire be
developed to identify the causes that disrupts inner harmony to help philosophical
counselors in their diagnoses.

3. Future studies on the correlation between correct moral judgments and
cognitive distortions
There can be specific studies conducted on the correlation between correct moral
judgments and each of the cognitive distortions from an eclectic (philosophicalpsychological) perspective. Research evidences does show that there is a correlation
between correct moral judgments and cognitive distortions in the social environment like
in the problem areas of youth delinquency. One of the factors for youth delinquency has
been shown to be due to incorrect moral judgments that lead to cognitive distortions in
decision makings (Grover, 2016). These kind of practical studies are lacking among
philosophical counselors who seem to focus more on erroneous thoughts and
dysfunctional thinking.

Why an eclectic perspective? It is because there are already studies on moral
reasoning and cognitive distortions from the psychological perspectives. An example is
Larden, Melin, Holst & Langstrom’s studies entitled, “Moral judgement (correct moral
judgments), cognitive distortions and empathy in incarcerated delinquent and community
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control adolescents” (Larden, Melin, Holst & Langstrom, 2006). This kind of practical
studies, philosophical counseling would become more relevant and provide counseling
intervention to the youth population. The foregoing studies on correct moral
judgment highlights the practical applications (applied ethics) that virtue ethics can be
used for in resolving human problems (e.g. youth delinquency) which now being
confirmed empirical psychological studies (Zyl, 2005).

4. Future studies on habituation and moral education
There can be more specific studies conducted on how the Aristotelian
psychological concept of habituation can be developed in assisting in moral education by
comparing the mechanical and cognitive views (McCaslin, 2016). The need for more
studies can be seen from the scarcity of studies based on the Aristotelian psychological
perspective.

What is the mechanical view of habituation? Kerr describes the mechanical view
as merely a repetitive experience that lacks the “cognitive dimension” resulting merely in
the formation of skills and habits and not human character (Kerr, 2011, p. 647). And what
is the cognitive view? The cognitive view according to (McCaslin, 2016, p.23) is that
Aristotelian habituation is no merely a mechanical process but rather a repetitive practice
of virtuous actions guided through education that results in the formation of a moral
character.

In what way can this type of study be useful? Since this type of research would
focus on the development of moral virtues through habitual practice, it will possibly lead
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to a greater moral cognitive thinking tendency reinforced by the habitual moral practice.
Thus moral thinking and behavior will progress from mere mechanical routine to
becoming second nature to a person.

5. Future studies on philosophical counseling and psychological reinforcement
for intervention in substance abuse.
There can be more specific studies conducted on how the psychological theory of
reinforcement can be used in conjunction with philosophical counseling in the area of
substance abuse where the counselor has to deal with dysfunctional thinking. While
philosophical counseling can deal with the dysfunctional thinking, the reinforcement
technique can be used for guiding the addict’s future behavior. In proposing this future
study, the questions that arises are, 1) Are there current studies involving reinforcement
and philosophical counseling, and 2) And what are the possible benefits this proposed
study can yield? Let’s answer the first question.

To answer the first question, there are many psychological researches on
reinforcements but in my trawling of informational resources, none that combines both
reinforcement and philosophical counseling for intervention in substance abuse. And
since there are no researches that exist, the benefit of this proposed future study is
obvious. If successful, this proposed study will become one the first pilot studies in this
area. It will also demonstrate the eclectic counseling is viable in practical areas of human
need. It will create precedence in action researches that are eclectic.

6. Philosophical Counseling techniques and methodologies
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There can be in-depth literature study conducted on current available philosophical
counseling techniques and methodologies. This would be helpful as a resource for
philosophical counselors who want or who are practicing philosophical counseling. An
example is Kojčić presents his case studies of how he decided go beyond the traditional
face-to-face mode to utilizing modern technology to communicate philosophical
counseling through video counseling via skype, chat via Facebook (Kojčić, 2013, p.85).

7. Operationalizing philosophical counseling techniques and methodologies
There can be studies on how to develop new philosophical-based intervention
approaches for specific real-life applications. The emphasis should be to translate
philosophical concepts into practical techniques. Are there examples of how this can be
done? In other words, it is to operationalize philosophical concepts into philosophical
counseling techniques and methodologies.

Logic based therapy (LBT) aptly demonstrates the operationalization of
philosophical concepts into philosophical counseling techniques and methodologies.
Cohen pointed out how Aristotelian “practical syllogism” was the counterpart to Logic
based therapy’s proposal that the “human emotion and action” are merely deductions that
is based on the “prescriptive rule” by which we determine our realities (Cohen, 2003,
p27). So the foundational theory of Logic based therapy’s basic premise human deduction
was taken from philosophy. What the example above shows is that it is possible to
operationalize philosophical concepts into philosophical counseling techniques and
methodologies.
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8. Future research on human character and decision making
We saw how Bhuyan discussed about human character and decision making in the
context of business (Bhuyan (2015, p.8) (as discussed on page 78). But I propose that the
interconnectedness of virtue, practical wisdom, human character, and decision making
can be also researched in the future in the context of education, and business management
practices. The reason being it is all related to human development and well-being. Are
there any current researches to show that this proposed research is viable? The answer is
“yes” as will be seen in the following researches. Marshall, & Thorburn propounds for
the inclusion of “experiential approaches to student learning. This includes the cultivation
of practical wisdom that would be useful in the development of students’ decision making
abilities (Marshall, & Thorburn, 2013, p. 11). Another research by Intezari, & Pauleen
confirms that practical wisdom is needed in business management. According to them,
when it comes to decisions making on matters related to business dilemmas, the factors
of “morals (ethics)”, reflection of current reality, and avoidance of using immoral ends to
achieve good ends (Intezari, & Pauleen, (2014, pp.20-21). Thus, when we examine the
foregoing two researches, it is clear that the proposal for future studies in the
interconnectedness of virtue, practical wisdom, human character, and decision making in
the context of education, and business management practices is viable.

I have attempted to show an account of philosophical counseling in terms of an
Aristotelian concept of Eudaimonia. One benefit of construing philosophical counseling
in this term of Eudaimonia is that it provides a natural justification for the practice, since
it is plausible that Eudaimonia is a desirable state to be in, and philosophical counseling
is worth engaging in inasmuch as it promotes this state. And This way of construing
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philosophical counseling clears the ground for a promising (but admittedly
programmatic) strategy for responding to skeptical concerns about philosophical
counseling.

This dissertation seeks in small manner to fill in the knowledge gab of the
literature for philosophical counseling. It is hoped that this study will inspire others to
explore the recommended future studies in chapter five and thereby expand the
understanding and practice of philosophical counseling.
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